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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

FLORIDA POWER 8 LIGHT COMPANY 

TESTIMONY OF RANDALL R. LABAUVE 

DOCKET NO. 090007-El 

August 3,2009 

(REVISED SEPTEMBER 25,2009) 

Please state your name and address. 

My name is Randall R. LaBauve and my business address is 700 

Universe Boulevard, Juno Beach, Florida 33408. 

By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 

I am employed by Florida Power & Light Company (FPL) as Vice 

President of Environmental Services. 

Have you previously testified in predecessors to this docket? 

Yes, I have. 

What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 

The purpose of my testimony is to present for Commission review and 

approval FPL's plans for a new environmental compliance project, the 

Turkey Point Cooling Canal Monitoring Plan (the "CCM Plan"). 

Have you prepared, or caused to be prepared under your 

direction, supervision, or control any exhibits in this Proceeding? 

Yes, I am sponsoring the following exhibits: 
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RRLd - Florida Department of Environmental Protection 

(FDEP) Conditions of Certification (PA 0345A2) Special 

Conditions IX and X. 

RRL-6 - DRAFT Turkey Point Plant Groundwater, Surface 

Water, and Ecological Monitoring Plan, dated July 16, 2009 

RRL-7 - CCM Plan Objectives and Strategies 

Please describe the cooling canal system at the Turkey Point 

Plant. 

The cooling canal system is a 5,900-acre closed cycle system that is 

used by Turkey Point Units 1 through 4 for condenser and auxiliary 

equipment cooling and by Unit 5 to discharge cooling tower blowdown. 

This closed cycle system does not have a point source discharge 

directly into Biscayne Bay, and cooling water is constantly recycled 

through the plant. Some water is lost via evaporation and seepage. 

Make-up water principally consists of inflows from groundwater 

beneath the cooling canals and rainwater. As a result of the natural 

evaporation process, water in the cooling canal system is hypersaline, 

meaning that it has a high salt content. The cooling canal system is a 

permitted industrial wastewater facility. 

Please describe current monitoring efforts at the Turkey Point 

Plant. 

In 1972, FPL and the South Florida Water Management District 

(SFWMD) (previously known as the Central and Southern Florida 

Flood Control) entered into an agreement that defined the current 
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monitoring efforts for the cooling canal system. Monitoring efforts 

originally utilized up to 87 monitoring wells. These wells monitored the 

water in the vicinity of Biscayne Bay and to the west of the cooling 

canal for temperature and conductivity. Monitoring efforts were scaled 

back over the years as data being produced and reviewed by 

regulatory agencies indicated that the operation of the cooling canal 

system was having no significant impact on the regional environment. 

The current version of the agreement is the Fourth Supplemental 

Agreement between FPL and the SFWMD, dated July 15, 1983. 

Currently, only four groundwater monitoring wells are required to be 

sampled at quarterly intervals for salinity, temperature and water level. 

FPL also monitors surface water elevations along five transects that 

measure water levels in the westernmost feeder canal in the cooling 

canal system, the Interceptor Ditch (ID) and the L-31E Canal as part of 

the Interceptor Ditch Operations Plan within the Turkey Point Plant. 

These water levels provide input to the operation of the ID to restrict 

inland movement of cooling canal water. 

In addition to these monitoring efforts required by the current 

agreement, other related but independent'monitoring efforts are also 

ongoing. As part of radiological monitoring requirements for the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Florida Department of Health 

Services conducts quarterly to semi-annual monitoring of direct 
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radiation, air particulates, surface water, sediment, fish, crustaceans, 

groundwater and leafy vegetation. To date, no evidence has been 

found of any radiological levels of concern. 

Please describe the environmental law or regulation requiring the 

CCM Plan. 

On January 18, 2008, FPL submitted an application for power plant 

site certification under the Florida Electrical Power Plant Siting Act 

(“PPSA”), section 403.502 et seq, Florida Statutes for the Turkey Point 

Uprate Project in Homestead, Florida. On October 29, 2008, the 

FDEP Siting Office issued the Conditions of Certification (PA 03- 

45A2). Conditions of Certification IX and X require FPL to develop a 

monitoring plan for the cooling canal system and the areas 

surrounding the cooling canal system. Conditions of Certification IX 

and X are included as Exhibit RRL-5. 

Condition IX, “Biscayne Bay Surface Water Monitoring”, which is 

imposed by the FDEP, requires FPL to submit a monitoring plan within 

180 days following certification of Units 3 and 4, which will include: 

0 specific conductivity (salinity) and temperature monitoring 

within the surface waters of Biscayne Bay, including the 

Biscayne Bay Aquatic Preserve; 

a minimum of five monitoring stations located near shore in the 

vicinity of the Turkey Point Plant; and 

0 
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specific monitoring locations, sampling frequencies and 

methods and specific parameters to be monitored. 

Condition X, “Surface Water, Ground Water, and Ecological 

Monitoring” sets the framework for new monitoring and, as may be 

needed, abatement or mitigation measures for approval of FPL‘s 

Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 Uprate Application. This condition is 

imposed by the SFWMD, Miami-Dade Department of Environmental 

Resources Management (DERM), and the FDEP and requires the 

establishment of relevant baseline conditions, determination of the 

extent and effect of the cooling canal system on the surface water, 

groundwater, and nearby ecological communities, and detection of 

changes that may occur as a result of the Uprate Project. 

The Conditions of Certification require that the CCM Plan be 

incorporated into the Fifth Supplemental Agreement and include an 

assessment of potential impacts to the surface water and groundwater 

including wetlands, as needed, in the vicinity of the cooling canal 

system. 

The CCM Plan will collect relevant data which will enable a reasonable 

assessment of the effects of the cooling canal system and the Uprate 

Project. The resources where the effects are of highest interest 

include: 
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fresh groundwater to the west of the cooling canal system, 

where groundwater supplies are withdrawn; 

surface water in Biscayne Bay and littoral zone; 

surface water in adjacent freshwater canals; 

freshwater wetlands immediately to the west of the cooling 

canal system; and 

coastal wetlands (mangroves) immediately east of the cooling 

canal system. 

Q. 

A. 

Please describe the newly required CCM Plan. 

On February 18, 2009, pursuant to Conditions IX and X of the FDEP 

October 29, 2008 Final Order Approving Site Certification, FPL 

submitted its initial draft of the proposed CCM Plan associated with 

FPL's Turkey Point Uprate Project to SFWMD. This CCM Plan 

requires an assessment of baseline conditions to provide information 

on the vertical and horizontal extent of the hypersaline groundwater 

plume and the extent and effect of that plume on groundwater and 

surface water quality, if any. Comments, concerns and requests for 

revisions or action items have been received from the SFWMD as well 

as the FDEP, DERM and incorporated into the current draft of the 

proposed monitoring plan, dated July 16, 2009. The draft CCM Plan is 

included as Exhibit RRL-6. 

The CCM Plan has not yet been finalized or agreed upon by FPL and 

the agencies and is therefore subject to change based on input from 
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A. 

the agencies. FPL expects the CCM Plan to be approved by mid 

September 2009. 

The objective of FPL‘s CCM Plan is to implement the Conditions of 

Certification IX and X, which state that “the Revised Plan shall be 

designed to be in concurrence with other existing and ongoing 

monitoring efforts in the area and shall include but not necessarily be 

limited to surface water, groundwater and water quality monitoring, 

and ecological monitoring to: 

a 

e 

a 

delineate the vertical and horizontal extent of the hypersaline 

plume that originates from the cooling canal system and to 

characterize the water quality including salinity and 

temperature impacts of this plume for the baseline condition; 

determine the extent and effect of the groundwater plume on 

surface water quality as a baseline condition; and 

detect changes in the quantity and quality of surface and 

groundwater over time due to the cooling canal system 

associated with the Uprate Project. The Revised Plan shall 

include installation and monitoring of an appropriate network of 

wells and surface water stations.” 

Please describe the proposed activities associated with the CCM 

Plan. 

The CCM Plan will provide information to determine the extent and 

effects of the hypersaline cooling canal system water on both surface 
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and groundwater and its potential impacts on Biscayne Bay and the 

multi-jurisdictional lands around the Turkey Point Plant. The CCM 

Plan includes monitoring of surface water, groundwater, and 

ecological conditions prior to implementation of Uprate modifications 

and after implementation of the Uprate Project. Prior to the start-up of 

the Uprate Project and following implementation of the Uprate Project, 

data will be collected using monitoring that addresses ground and 

surface water levels, salinity, temperature, tracer components, tidal 

influences, preferential groundwater flow paths, sulface and ground 

water quality, rainfall, and associated ecological conditions. 

Please describe the strategy that FPL will implement to meet the 

objectives of the CCM Plan. 

The CCM Plan has been designed to focus on the objectives as they 

relate to the cooling canal system and the Uprate Project and those 

resources that may be affected adjacent to the cooling canal system. 

Exhibit RRL-7 provides the objectives of the CCM Plan and the 

strategy FPL will implement to meet the objectives. 

Please describe the adaptive approach that will be used in the 

CCM Plan. 

To effectively build on the information gained as the monitoring effort 

progresses, an adaptive approach will be utilized. The intent of the 

adaptive approach is to facilitate the addition or elimination of 

sampling so that the most relevant information is collected and 

analyzed. By remaining Oexible, the objectives of the CCM Plan can 
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be more effectively met in a reasonable manner while being fully 

protective of the environmental resources. 

How will results of the CCM Plan be reported? 

Comprehensive monitoring reports will be submitted for 

documentation of site conditions and activities. The reports will 

include a summary of the cooling canal system operations and 

operational changes that result in changes in physical or chemical 

characteristics of cooling water effluent or flow rates. A description of 

monitoring activities, station modifications and station operational 

summaries, and results of surface and groundwater data collection for 

the period will be included. The reports will also provide analyses of 

the key findings from the cooling canal system, including any 

additional characterization and testing, and the surrounding areas as 

related to the surface, groundwater, and ecological monitoring efforts. 

The reports will include a completeness evaluation of specific plan 

objectives and recommendations for adjustments (additions or 

deletions) to the monitoring program along with rationales. An 

updated monitoring schedule will be included in the report. 

The reports will be submitted every six months during the pre Uprate 

period and initially during the post Uprate period. The frequency of 

report submittals may be allowed to decrease over time pending 

evaluation of the data and approval by the lead agency. 
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The semi-annual reports will typically include four to six months of new 

data that is assessed in conjunction with previous findings. The 

annual reports will typically have 10 to 12 months of new data. 

To facilitate communication and keep the applicable agencies 

apprised of the monitoring efforts and any significant findings, 

quarterly meetings will be held. Issues of concern or suggested 

improvements in the monitoring effort commensurate with focused 

objectives of the Conditions of Certification should be discussed. 

When will FPL begin the CCM Plan? 

The original date set for completion of negotiations was July 31, 2009, 

but because the parties were not able to come to an agreement, the 

completion date has been extended to October 16, 2009. The parties 

expect to have an approved plan by mid-September; therefore the 

earliest start date is the middle of September, 2009. 

Has FPL estimated the cost of the proposed CCM Plan? 

Yes. O&M and Capital estimates for the total project are $7.2 million 

and $2.7 million, respectively. 

Has FPL estimated its 2009 ECRC recovery amount for the CCM 

Plan? 

O&M and Capital estimates for 2009 are $200,000 and $800,000, 

respectively. These costs are associated with the purchase of probes, 

wiring calibrations, flow meters, solar panels and batteries, as well as 

creating transects for ecological monitoring and a bathymetric survey. 
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These activities may be modified per the approval of the final CCM 

Plan expected in September, 2009. 

Has FPL estimated its 201 0 ECRC recovery amount for the CCM 

Plan? 

O&M and Capital estimates for 2010 are $3,400,000 and $1,800,000 

respectively. These costs are associated with project management, 

electronic data set-up and management, installation of well clusters, 

conducting ecological monitoring, instrument maintenance and 

preparing reports. As mentioned above, required activities may be 

modified per the approval of the final CCM Plan expected in 

September, 2009. 

How will FPL ensure that the costs incurred are prudent and 

reasonable? 

FPL will use competitive bidding for this project. FPL maintains a 

strong market presence allowing it to leverage corporate-wide 

procurement activities to the specific benefit of individual project 

procurement activities. Maintaining a relationship with a range of 

service providers, when available, offers the opportunity to assess 

capabilities, respond to changing resource loads and remain 

knowledgeable of current market trends and cost of service. 

How is the current monitoring effort at FPL's Turkey Point Plant 

being recovered? 

Costs associated with the current monitoring efforts at the Turkey 

Point Plant are being recovered through FPL's current base rates. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 
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Costs associated with the current interceptor ditch operation and 

monitoring of the four remaining wells are approximately $50,000 per 

year. The current draft of the CCM Plan calls for the installation of 

several more monitoring wells and monitoring equipment at various 

locations in and around the Turkey Point Plant, as well as data 

collection and reporting. These activities will be incremental to FPL's 

current monitoring efforts. 

Is FPL recovering through any other mechanism the costs for the 

CCM Plan for which it is petitioning for ECRC recovery? 

No. FPL is only requesting recovery of incremental activities 

associated the CCM Plan. The costs associated with the current 

monitoring efforts are not included in FPL's estimates for the CCM 

Plan. 

What are the next steps after the data Is gathered and the reports 

are written? 

If the FDEP, in consultation with SFWMD and DERM, determines that 

the pre- and post-Uprate monitoring data: (1) is insufficient to evaluate 

changes as a result of this project; (2) indicates harm or potential harm 

to the waters of the State including ecological resources; (3) exceeds 

State or County water quality standards; or (4) is inconsistent with the 

goals and objectives of the CERP Biscayne Bay Coastal Wetlands 

Project, then additional measures may be required to evaluate or to 

abate such impacts. The potential additional measures that might be 

required include but are not limited to: 
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the development and application of a 3-dimensional coupled 

surface and groundwater model (density dependent) to further 

assess impacts of the Uprate Project on ground and surface 

waters; such model shall be calibrated and verified using the 

data collection during the monitoring period; 

mitigation measures to offset such impacts of the Uprate 

Project necessary to comply with State and local water quality 

standards, which may include methods and features to reduce 

and mitigate salinity increases in groundwater including the use 

of highly treated reuse water for recharge of the Biscayne 

aquifer or wetlands rehydration; 

operational changes in the cooling canal system to reduce any 

such impacts; andlor 

other measures to abate impacts as may be described in the 

revised plan. 

Q. 

A. Yes. 

Does this conclude your testimony? 

13 



Docket No. 090007- E1 
FDEP Conditions of Certification 

Special Conditions IX and X 
Exhibit RRL-5, Page 1 of 4 

and Light Company effective July 1, 1982, or as may be subsequently revised. 
(Attached as Exhibit B.) 

6. Reservation of Legal Rlghfs 
The Department recognizes that the NRC has exclusive authority in 

certain areas related to the construction and operation of Turkey Point Units 3 and 4. 
These conditions of certification do not limit, expand or supersede any federal 
requirement or restriction under federal law, regulation, or regulatory approval or 
license. Compliance with the conditions herein does not constitute a waiver of the 
applicant's responsibility to comply with ail appllcable NRC requirements. Applicant's 
acceptance of these radiological conditions of certification does not, in and of Itself, 
constitute a waiver by Applicant of any cfaim that any such radlologlcal condltlons are 
Invalid under the doctrine of federal preemption or othelwlse by law. 

7. Annual Radlologlcal Envlronmentsl Operaflng Repott 
Upon submittal to the NRC, a copy of the Annual Radiological 

Environmental Operating Report for Turkey Polnt Unlts 3 & 4 shall be provided to the 
Department's Siting Coordination Office. 

VIII. INDUSTRiAL WASTE DISCHARGES 

accordance with all applicable provisions of NPDES permit No. FLOOO1562-0044W1 N 
(attached as Appendlx D) as well as any subsequent modifications, amendments and/or 
renewals. 

IX. BISCAYNE BAY SURFACE WATER MONITORING 

As proposed, the Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 uprate project may cause an 
increase in temperature and salinity in the cooling canal system. Fieid data Is needed in 
order to determine impacts of the proposed changes in the Turkey Point cooling canal 
system on Biscayne Bay. 

Within 180 days following certification of Unlts 3 & 4, FPL shall submit a 
Biscayne Bay Surface Water Monitoring Plan (Pian) pursuant to Chapter 62-302, F.A.C. 
to the DEP Southeast Distrlct Office for review and approval. The Pian shall include, at 
a minimum, the following components: 

salinity and temperature monitoring within the surface waters of the 
Bay, includlng the Biscayne Bay Aquatic Preserve: (Specific parameters to be 
measured, including specific conductance and temperature, shall be sampled in 
accordance with Chapter 62-160, F.A.C.): 

vicinity of the Turkey Point Plant: and 

Any discharges during construction and operation of Units 3, 4 & 5 shall be In 

A. 

1. 

2. a minimum of five monltoring stations located near shore in the 

Florida Deparlmenl of Environmental Proleclion FPL Turkey Point Units 3 , 4  and 5 
Conditions of CerliRcalion PAW-45A2 
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3. 

This monitoring data shall be compared to data using compatible 

FPL shall continue the monitoring of salinity and temperature in the 

if the Department determines that the pre- and post-Uprate salinity and 

specific monltorlng locations, sampling frequencles and methods, 
and specific parameters to be monitored. 

monitoring instrumentation already in place in Biscayne Bay. 

cooling canals under Its Industrial waste water facility permit. 

temperature monitoring data Indicate potential adverse changes In the surface water in 
Biscayne Bay, then the Department may propose additional measures to evaluate or to 
abate such Impacts to Biscayne Bay. 

The Pian, Including monitoring locations, shall be approved prior to 
impiementatlon. The Department shall lndlcate Its approval or disapproval of the 
submitted plan within 90 days of the originally submitted information. In the event that 
the Department requires additional Information for the licensee to complete, and the 
Department to approve the Pian, the Department shall make a written request to the 
licensee for additional Information no later than 30 days after receipt of the submitted 
Information. Any changes to the approved Surface Water Monitoring Plan shall be 
approved by Coastal and Aquatic Managed Areas personnel in consultatlon with other 
FDEP personnel. 

8. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

[62-160,62-302,62-302,700, 62-520.600, F.A.C.] 

X. 

Environmental Protection (DEP), Miami-Dads County Department of Environmental 
Resource Management (DERM) and the South Florida Water Management District 
(SFWMD). This consoildated condition sets forth the framework for new monitoring 
and, as may be needed, abatement or mitigation measures, for approval of FPL's 
Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 Uprate Application. Specific monltorlng and potential 
modeling parameters will be identified and implemented pursuant to a monitoring plan 
as part of a supplemental agreement between FPL and the SFWMD as described 
below. 

In addition to the monitoring framework set forth in this consolidated 
condltlon, within 180 days afler Certiflcalion, FPL shall execute e SFWMD approved 
Fifth Supplemental Turkey Point Agreement ("Fifth Supplemental Agreement") to the 
original 1972 Agreement between FPL and the SFWMD pertaining to FPL's obligation to 
monitor for impacts of the Turkey Point cooling canal system on the wafer resources of 
the SFWMD In general and the faclilties and operations of the SFWMD (the 
"Agreement"). Subject to lhe SFWMD's approval, FPL shall also amend the 
Agreement's Revised Operating Manual as referenced in paragraph C. "Monitoring 
Provisions" (the "Revised Plan") of the Fourth Supplemental Agreement, dated July 15, 

SURFACE WATER, GROUND WATER, ECOLOGICAL MONITORING 

This Is a consolidated condition agreed upon by three agencies, Department of 

A. 

Florida Department of Environrnenlai Prolecllon FPL Turkey Point Unils 3,4 and 5 
CondiUons of Ceriiflcation PA03-46A2 
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1983. The Revised Plan shall be Incorporated into the Fifth Supplemental Agreement .. 
and shall include assessment of potential impacts to surface water and ground water 
including wetlands, as needed, In the vlcinity of the coollng canal system. The speclflc 
monitoring boundaries shall be determined as part of the Revised Plan. 

existing and ongoing monitoring efforts in the area and shall include but not necessarily 
be limlted to, surface water, groundwater and water quality monitorlng, and ecological 
monitoring to: 

delineate the vertical and horizontal extent of the hyper-saline 
plume that originates from the coollng canal system and to characterize the water 
quality including salinity and temperature impacts of this plume for the baseilne 
condition; 

surface wajer quality as a baseilne conditlon; and 

water over time due to the cooling canal system associated with the Uprate project. The 
Revised Pian shall include Installation and monitoring of an appropriate network of wells 
and surface water stations. The Revised Pian shall be approved by the SFWMD in 
consultation with the DEP Office of Coastal and Aquatic Managed Areas, the DEP 
Southeast District Office and DERM. 

FPL shall transmit electronic copies of ail data and reports required under 
the Fifth Supplemental Agreement and the Revised Plan in accordance with timeframes 
as approved in the Fifth Supplemental Agreement to: 

B. The Revised Plan shall be designed to be in concurrence with other 

1. 

2. 

3. 

determine the extent and effect of the groundwater plume on 

detect changes in the quantity and quality of surface and ground 

C. 

SFWMD, Director, Water Supply (or alternative transmittal procedures to 
be described in the Fifth Supplemental Agreement); 
Miami-Dade County, Director, DERM; 
DEP, Director, Southeast District Office; 
DEP Sitlng Coordination Office 
DEP, Dlrector, Biscayne Bay Aquattc Preserve Manager, 
If the DEP In consultation with SFWMD and DERM determines that the D. 

pre- and post-Uprate monitoring data: is insufficlent to evaluate changes as a result of 
this project; indicates harm or potential harm to the waters of the State including 
ecological resources: exceeds State or County water quality standards; or Is 
inconsistent with the goals and objectives of the CERP Biscayne Bay Coastal Wetlands 
Project, then addltionai measures, Including enhanced monltoring and/or modeling, 
shall be requlred to evaluate or to abate such impacts. Additional measures include but 
are not limited to: 

surface and groundwater model (density dependent) to further assess impacts of the 
Florida Departmanl of Envlronmental Pmlecllon FPL Turkey Polnl Unlls 3,4 and 5 
Conditions of Cerllflcatlon PA03-4SA2 
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Uprate Project on ground and surface waters; such model shall be calibrated and 
verified using the data collection during the monitoring period; 

mitigatlon measures to offset such impacts of the Uprate Project 
necessary to comply with State and local water quality standards, which may include 
methods and features to reduce and mitigate salinlty increases In groundwater including 
the use of highly treated reuse water for recharge of the Biscayne Aquifer or wetlands 
rehydration; 

such Impacts; andlor 

Revised Plan. 
[Sections 373.016, 373.223, F.S.; Rules 4OE-4.011, 40E-4.301,40E-4.302, F.A.C.; 
Sections 62-302 and 62-520, F.A.C.; Section 24-42, Code of Miami-Dade County, 
Miaml-Dade County Comprehensive Development Master Plan (CDMP) Land Use 
Element, Conservation Element, Intergovernmental Coordination Element, Coastal 
Management Element.] 

XI. COOLING CANAL SYSTEM 

2. 

3. 

4. 

operational changes in the cooling canal system to reduce any 

other measures to abate Impacts as may be described in the 

Permits and approvals that regulate the operation of the cooling canal system are 
incorporated herein and attached as Appendices. These permits and approvals shall be 
fully enforceable by both the permitting agency and as Conditions of Cerlification for 
Units 3 and 4. Any violation of such permits and approvals, where It is determined that 
Units 3 and 4 are the cause, shall also be a violation of these Conditions of Certification. 

XII. WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 

A. General 
1. If this Certification Is transferred, pursuant to Condition iV.O., from 

the Licensee to another party, the Licensee from whom the Certification Is transferred 
shall remain liable for corrective actions that may be requlred as a result of any 
violations that occurred prior to the transfer. 

This Certification Is based In part on the Llcensee's submltted 
information to the SFWMD which reasonably demonstrates that harm to the site water 
resources will not be caused by the authorized activitlas. The plans, drawings and 
design speclficatlons submltted by the Licensee shall be considered the minimum 
standards for compliance wlth condltlons Xi. 

This project must be constructed, operated and maintained In 
compliance with and meet ail non-procedural requirements set forth in Chapter 373, 
F.S., and Chapters 40E-2 (Consumptive Use). 40E-3 (Water Wells), and 40E-20 
(General Water Use Permits), F.A.C. 

2. 

3. 

Fiorlda Deparlment of Envlronmenlal Protecllon FPL Turkey Polnt Units 3,4 and 6 
Condlllons of Cerllflcatlon PA03-45PZ 
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This Monitoring Plan (Plan) has been developed pursuant to Conditions of 
Certification (COC) IX and X of the Power Plant Site Certification for the 
Florida Power & Light (FPL) Turkey Point Plant Units 3,pd 4 Nuclear Power 
Plant Unit Combined Cyde Plant # PA 03-45 (Uprate .,Ce#ficatiotl). COC IX 
and X are attached hcrcm as Appendix A. 

The Plan to be implemented by FPL pursuant;to,.~onditioris.. ,~,~d X of the 
Units 3 and 4 Uprate Certification i n c o r p o ~ & s . . ~ o n ~ b ~ m o n s  fk?+@e Florida 
Department of Environmental Protectioqs :.$Iffice o$ ...,C oastal "qd. ...Aq uatk 
Management Areas and its Southeast Dis&t. O,ffic~,,fc$~dvdy, FDER), the 
South Florida Water Management District (S'hbdQf Miami-Dade C6bnty's 
Department of Environmentd &sources Manq$m&~, (DERM) (collectively, 

,..' < 
,# ,/'... ". .. 

i..,'.'..i .. " 
i ./ .. '.. 

'.. ',. .., .. the Agencies), and Biscayne NatidpalPaJE.. ,.(, ":>, .. 'ti>, -_ 
'...," 'b-.., 

',, p .,,.. - ..,._ 
The Monitoring Plnn shall provid~~~@o&@m. to.detemm6 the vertical and 
horizontal effects ad,,ex:yt of the t o ? ~ ' . c ~ ~ ; a i ' ~ ~ s 4 ~ ~ C C S )  water on both 
surface and grou,pdy&q.hd ecologie$ p&tions surrounding Turkey Point 
(see Figure l;$ I . i i n d u a ~ ~ \ m o n i t o r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f  surface water, groundwater, and 
ecological coA4d&is prior & ~mplernentatlbn of Uprate modifications and after 
imp1ementationof"Ihe Uprat.6' Prior to th'k,&t-up of the Uprate and following 
impleme,ntation ok  tl;e-''U,prFte;- &a ,sliall'-6e collected using monitoring for 
gourid,,&d:~~$face wat$.levds;.speci& conductance, temperature, CCS tracer 
siiite'ionstituents,, 'tidal uiflumces, preferential groundwater flow paths, surface 

.".a$ groundwater q&y (ihuding CCS constituents), rainfall, and ecological 
.con,& tions. 

..,. ~, ''.- ,.,_.,, 

j '. .. 
i 

: i  . .  
, 

, .  
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Figure 1-1. Turkey Point Surrounding Habitats. (add in Legend G-Ill should read FPL G-Ill) 

2 j 1: Introductioii 
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The COC includes provisions for the additional measures beyond current Plan 
specifications as described above. If the SFWMD, in consultation with the 
FDEP and DERM, determines that the monitoring data: 

is insufficient to evaluate changes as a result of the project; or 

1.1 PLAN MODIFICATION PROCEDURES 

. indicates h u m  or potential h a m  to the waters of the State including 
ecological resources; or . exceed State or County water qunlity standards; or . is inconsistent with the goals and objectives of $&'-FEW Biscayne 
Bay Coastal Wetlands Project, 

I .. ,..'. ,/ 
\ 

then additional measures, including enhan&%odt.oring and/or 
modeling, shall be rcquled to evaluate,,prm'"abate 'buch. ..:inpacts as 
described in COC X.D.(l-4) of the Upt~t~dertification.'.,. ..,'..., . .  

i ..' .. .., 

The development of this Plan>;v+s based on &it&,, existing hydrologic or 
ecological information. while we '+$&,-that most MA&~.Fn needs arill be met 
by implunenthg tbis Plan, we alsb &3pe&r&p froh&e. new information 
collected. New findings may indicaie '9 nee&o,ip&L$ the '%n, leadi~ig to the 
collection of additional.information (&$ ~ c w ~ ~ ~ ~ t e r ~ ~ : : l b c a t i o n s ,  frequencies) 
and/or decrease .&-'&ne bnp l ing  at$ ,a&lysis. Such an adaptive approach 
requires &nelyda,taianaly&a "Seporting, .+ inid consensus building re&g 

i ': ~. Plan modificn'ti&, / ?  

. .  
1t.A anticipated rlia<a. phasedinoniro&ig approach shall be implemented. Both 
the rcsistivity surv.$s and the-,porewiter surveys me considered the fxst phase 
RFase I) of delineathi, the ex;ent of thc CCS plume. These results will bc 
assesied by the SFW& is coiisultation with the other Agencies and may be 
used to refine the hj&ologic monitoring design and identify potential areas of 
concern.' Additiq&i,liy&ologic information derived from surface wta and 
groundwat& mb&roring during the first year of this program is also likely to 
provide such insights. This may lead to recommendations for addilional sainpling 
locations and/or parameters that may be incorporated into a second phase of the 
Monitoring Plan (Phase II) as a result of Phase I fiidings The details of Phase I1 
monitoring will be considered by all parties and ultimately specified by the 
Agcndcs. 

The current Plan emphasizes the use of plant communities, as measured along 
hansects, as ecological indicators. A minimum of two years of information 

Turkey Point Plant Groundwater, Surface Water, and Ecological Monitoring Plan I 3 
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obtained during the pre-Uprate perLod shall be used to establish a pre-Uprate 
baseline. ' I l l i s  information may also indicate areas (spatial or topical) of special 
concern, such that Plan modifications are warranted. In particular, transect 
monitoring within the zones containing stressed vegetation @.e. atypical 
mangroves and stunted sawgrass) are considered initial sampling and subject to 
modification. Other modifications may include the addition of parameters, new 
locations, or'relocation of existing sites. Additional types of monitoring for 
ecological impacts m y  need to be added later based on: 1) the data and lessons 
learned from the initial ecological monitoring describe&-p well as 2) other things 
learned based on other biological monitoring that,@L.& the Agencies are doing. 

/ '  I .,,, '\ ..., 
Process and Criteria for Plan Moddatb$., .,. ...' .._ 'j 

,.," ,,,/ ,, ' 5 ; ; .  

The Plan may be moditied at anf'ke either by the'h$naes or at the 
recommendations of F"L with Agen;?P;.,approv$l~d$k&a for PIC n podification 
shd be based on the progress townrd cchqpkuoqbf the objectiv&hf COC M 
and X and conditions of the Fifth Suppkp6ntal Apement .  Examples of 
potcntkl Plan modificatio&h .presented belo&,;: . .  ",, .. . '1 

the development an&?.a&li&hsf a ?i-dim&ional coupled surface 
and groundwater model '\dy+& +$ndyt) ,  t&%ixted and verified 
using the&$ collectioii.,dlznpg &e moihto.&g ...., period; 
ad&6&f&le$bn of monqo "'..g stations for plume delineation based 
ai; m6nitorin&:d&a submitkT 
... -. 1,. i 

adariop of pa$ioring p a t a ~ e t p s  for water quality or tracer+) based 
on results.' OF ,.CCS,,,., water '$bacterization or new information 

-."~'..'.-regirdi&.. pi$iii?ial.-.c&$pents that may be of concern to water 

*.*. \..**' ..' ..- 
a 

. 
.. ... ... ,_ 

, .,..'. q d t y , o r  .i%iogicd resources; 

inodkc>tioiis for calculation of tlic water budget; 
I .  

.,., - reduction 'pf mo&oring frequencies and/or parameters based on 

...' i ,i, additipn ,:or modification of ccological monitoring stations, 
.\,;p.a~&~et&s or sampling locations based on resistivity sumeys, 

. .  ,, ".,.. plume sthb$ization during the post-Uprate monitoring phase; or . .  . .., . .  

.. I .  

p,o:evhter surveys, or other available information. 

The process of this initial consensus building and decision innking for Plan 
modifications includes: 1) regular technical discussions among the techiucd 
experts from parmu Agencies and Fl'I., including a semi-annual meeting to 
discuss sampling results; 2) review and consideration by all Agencies and FPL of 
any written recommendation from any agency or FPL for a modification of the 
Plan; 3) decision malung by the Agencies, consistent with COC XD and the 
revised 2009 Agreement between die SFWAD and FPL (the Fifth Supplements 
Agreement). During the meetings, report findings, progress towards the Plan 
objectivrs, a i d  Plan modifications being considered by the Agencies or FI'L will 
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be discussed Consideration of proposed Plan modifications may be initiated by 
the Agencies or FF'L with prior written communication, either witbin report 
submittals or separately. Review comments will then be provided within 60 days 
of the report submittnl, which will include detailed descriptions and 
implemmtation schedules of Plan modifications approved by the Agenda. 

Monitoring and reporting under t h i v  Plan shall continue until the SFWlvD 
provides written notice of terminntion. 

Ttirkey Point PLant Groundwater, Surface Water, and Ecological Monitoring Plan 1 5 
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2. I MONITORING DESIGN STRATEGY .> . .> 
./ .. 
i' ,,..* 

The Plan consists of an integrated system of gdf&.groundwater, porewater, 
and ecologic sampling. New monitorin&,wells '&&,be installed and a 
hydrogeologic investigation and surface niid,.&ound&tq ' onitoring shall be 
conducted. All stage recorders and gro&dhter wells (top'o, qasmgs) shall be 
referenced to allow compndson of I&& across ,$KeJKZ:,landscape:bqd at depths. 
Where available or possible, data collected..,by,6$& entities d, \bp used to 
furthcr enhance h e  understanding of basefin$cpiiditions and deteAnation of 
impacts. Ecological monito+g shall be initiktz&.@ .. areas of presumed stress, 
along transccts, and for spa&! diamcterization. 

The approach for monitoring & i h , ~ g  &$it$fis-a; &edurkey Point Plant and 
adjacent enviro ,p~~ts  is to det&n$p&'t)drel&ansG$ of CCS water and: a) the 
underlyinggrb;updwa&n d &~$o& b) the westem freshwater w e h d s ,  and 
nearby ~aak l&)  adja&n& saltwate&wk,tIands; a) the eastern mangrove shoreline; 
e) the B$s&e Bay l$o@ zone; &.d$) within Biscayne Bay and Card Sound. 
The I r a c k i n g . q ' F t ~ , . . C $ ' ~ a t ~  move&& is proposed through a combination of 
automated m o ~ t ~ r i c i p ~ , ~ ~ l g - w i t h . , ~ n a ~ " a l  data collection of water constituents 

..."i- 

'',. .. ''.. " ... 
,. .. '.. '.. 

i... 
L.... 

i ,, ".- ...., (, _ .  

~/''&d. tm&.o[ CCS &ter .. ... (&siussed.fn Section 2.2, pending). 
.. . . .> .. ... 

. .  
, .. 

2 The monitoring'at.ea shalliqdude the CCS and surrounding areas, as shown in 
'.. . Figure 1.1. Porfiohs of t&S Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary, Biscayne 

:Bay Aquatic l'r&&e (BBAP), RNP, and the Model Land Basin are also 
iqcluded. This des@iption is not intcnded to limit the scope of the monitoring If 

it ihca tes  that'tbe plume or its effects extend beyond this area. 

Details related to CCS monitoritig are described in Section 2.2.1; Development 
of a Water Budget in Section 2.2.2; Groundwater Monitoring (including well 
installation, locations and sampling) in Section 2.3; Surface: Water Station 
Locations in Section 2.4; mid Ecological Monitoring in Section 2.5. Monitoring 
related to the operation of the ID is provided 111 Appendix B. 

In delineating the lioritontal extent of the plume originating from the CCS, this 
monitoring Plan shall rely on a "tracer suite," t.0 confirm that impacts obsenrcd 
are associated with the CCS. Table 2-1 summaazes parameters and indicates 

.. . , 
., ,I . .  .: /. 

. .  
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abbreviations in the Monitoring Plan. Additional parameters not indicated herein 
m y  be added as requested by the Agencies without restddons. 

Although shown on maps in h e  subsequent sections, the exact monitoring 
locations may need to be adjusted based on access, environmental considerations 
@.e., wetland and e s t u ~ c  impacts), or other findings that warrant placement in 
an alternative location. Final locations of all sampling sites shall be approved by 
the SFWMD in consultation with other Agencies prior to placement. 

.~~ .' * . . . . .  

reports. . . . .  :,--.~, 

2.2 TRACER SUITE 

..... ...... - ....... ... j ,.-.-. ... .... . . . . .  ......... ................... 

.: . .  

. . . . .  .. ,. . . . .  ,. 
-' 

*. . '.,,, ".. 
. .  

. .  
. .  

. .  . .  
. . . .  . .  ". ,,.. 

, .>. 

" .. '.. 
. . .  . . .  , 

, . ,  . . .  .. 
. . . . .  ., 

. . . . .  
.%',... ... 
'.. _.'. ,; , 

. .  . .  
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Table 2-1. Elements Proposed for GroundwaterlSurface Water Characterization, 

Turkey Point PLant Groundwater, Surface Water, and Ecological Moiiltoring PLan I 9 
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2.2.1 CCS Water Monitoring 

The purpose of sampling within the CCS is to chatacterize the water within it. A 
total of six stations are proposed along the interior boundary of the CCS and one 
in the central portion'of the CCS (total = 7). These stations (labeled CCS-1 to 
CCS-7) are located both at the edge and the middle of the CCS system, as well as 
in the arcas that arc of the highest and lowest stage. Thcse data shall provide a 
dear spatial and temporal understanding of the speafic conductance and 
temperature variability within the CCS (Figure 2-1 aqcJ'Fjble 2-2). 

All stations in the perimeter canals shall have.,,a pn,du~tivity, temperawe, and 
depth (CTD) sensor placed approximately pn&oot bd&+ surfnce level, and 
one approximately one-foot above the b&m of the c&qBSpdons in shallow 
warn (< 3 ft) shall use one water qu,li4 s&sor The site in hq,?,ter of the CCS 
(CCS-2) shall only have one sensor a$prox@atelyr,dn$foot ab& '.''&e bottom of 

shallow 
.depth (- 3 fcct). Sensors shall monitor for ... t d p e r a w e ,  specific conductance 
(calculated from specific c<nductivity and t&p@ture) and will help dctcrmine 
the vertical pro6les in the ~ $ h s l . s :  Also at eai$stndon, water l e d  shall be 
measured with a hxed senor &a\. . .  &et.eiked.to NG'CIq..1929 and NAVD 1988 

_., ..' 
. /  i 

die canal; a second sensor is not warr~&ed..due,td this center 
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Figure 2-1. Proposed CCS Monitoring Stations. (E BE revise location CCS-2) 
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Manual water quality monitoring shall be conducted quarterly at the seven CCS 
stations. Samples shall be collected from each station a t  each sensor depth with 
analyses listed in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-2. Rationale for the proposed CCS monitoring locations. 

....... 

~ , ,,,: ,..',;::::; ..... 

. .  

. .  .. .. 

ccs-1 

Monitiring of water from lust below the surface within the CCS and at bottom unless otherwise 
noted. 

CCS-2 

CCS-3 

CCS-4 

ccs-5 ,./" 

ccs-e.., '', ..., 

,.. ,.: 
.* : . .  

'... I: . ,. 

. , .I 
,, ... ...' . . .  

. .  
j. : . .  . .. . ,._ 

..,. . .. . . .. 
ccs-7' ~ 'j 

. .  

: > .. .. I 

This slte i s  located in  tne feeder canal and sha.1 document the 
specific conductance and temperature of water leaving the plant, 
where greatest hydraulic'~stage i&$~is$rved and shal. &e as a 
station associated with operation of tiie.lD. 
This site 1s in tneriiddle of the CCS, co-ptated witn TPGW-13, 
and documents the change i n  specific condpctance and 
temperature as thqwater tmGqls.'down the GCSi,This shallow site 
shal. only have one monitoilng sensor. 
Thls site is located in Canal'32 near the soutnwest corner of the 
CCS, and wjll characterize'water at this end of the CCS and shal. 
serve as astatlop assodatedwith.operation of the ID. 
This site.is,lotated-in the CoSector Canab at tne southeast corner 
of the CCS, and pall..chaianerize'water at this end of the CCS, by 
the scrub'mangrove'forest: .::: 
Tbis site i s  located in the oeepest portion of Cana. E6 and 
characterirk the water on i ts  retdm trajectory back to the plant, 
nearest the location where DEW nas observed atypical mangroves. 
?'is location iri tne East Canal measares water as it enters the 
plant, In the area of lowest hydraulic stage; this site will provioe 
insight intwthe aegree of exchange between CCS and sxromdfng 
sJosdrfac< hydro:ogy. 
Tnis station i s  located in Cana. 32, nalfway o m n  tne CCS 01 the 
west side ala is  p-imari.y to setve as a station associa:ed w t h  
o?e'ation of tne D. 

1 

I 

: .  . .  . .  .. .. . .  . .  . .  . .. 
. . .  'I,. ; 

2.2.2 Water, . .  Budget and Mass Balance Calculations . .  . ., .. ,. 
.. : 

Water budget estimates for t he  CCS were prcviously computed but proved to be 
inconsistent in the final voluincs (Golder 2008 report; Golder submittill for 
Upmte; E&'s 2009 letter to SFWMD). Thus, documentation of such volumes 
has not been accuratrly documented to date. 'This new initiative will facilitate 
improved b a t h p e u i c  survey work and provide supportive calculations for the 
volumes of w a t u  storage of the CCS. 

Developing a water budget for the CCS is esscndal in evaluating the exchange 
between thc CCS and the regional groundwater, fresh surface waters and 
Biscayne Bay waters. A key component of the water budgrt is performing a 
bathymetric survey  that  provides the water volume of the CCS concurrently with 
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station measurements and plant operations, ID operations, surface water and 
groundwater gradients, rainfd, evaporation and tidal influences. Since the 
volume of water in the CCS is not static, the relationships with effects of the 
tides, regional groundwater and surface waters and plant operations must be 
established to develop the appropriate numedcal equation. Once this is 
completed the volume of the CCS can be properly estimated. An uncertainty 
analysis of the known and unknown parameters shall be complcted. Once the 
bathymetric survey is completed and the numerical relationship between thc 
tides, regional ground and surface water levels, rainfall, evaporation, and plant 
operations have been established, the water budget andpis process can begin. 

As previously discussed, a one-tine bathymetqt suibey of the CCS and each 
segment of the ID shall be conducted using sG-&.~'6qkpm%$ and results shall be 
tied to an established horizontal and ver$c$,.danun's (NGW 1929 and NAD 
1988). The positioning (x, y, and z) @s&i&al md requles.:ihf use of a high 
accuracy GPS navigation system (or Rqdspvey  Fquipm&at)Whe accuracy 
of the system should be deameter GPS,, ' l~ptiOFy&h verticd.. . & o ~ ~ o l .  The 
geophysical results shall be convened inib,.>ei&fied elecaonic d& set with 
specific points and coor@.ates. From &..,,bathymetric survey, a three- 
dimensional rectified surfde, $iiiIl~.be develope&.$P.AutoCAD (version 14 or 
hgher) that shows the spa t i l i . .~ ,~nges~ i i r . . e~a t io~  (dGpxh) within the CCS. The 
volumetric calculations shall b%. n jp rgch  ,ai)Yield watkflevel data (as outlined 

i ...' ..)'? 
, ,.+ .C' 

a ;T i', 7 , "  ....,..,, 

the nortA;.O8e.at the 9 b jSW station ?n the center at TPGW-13 and one station 

... under 2.4.2.1 StationConsrmcti p ..,w )*ar' ~ , , ?  

'i /' 
...- -.:. ... ... ..,,,, ->, 

Three raip@I.Stations'; &ll be set &p$ the CCS system. One station shall be in 

in the sou&, Rpinfall s k o n s  shall '$1 be placed nearby structures that may 
shadosy,,rain or..,pr.&$"a~turacy ,,in ..., " f ' d d  collection. Rainfall buckets shall 

,. ... collect at,'he.saine. f&quenciea as .the water Ind data. Data shall be transmitted 

" , . ,  Permanent flow~stndons s l l h  be established within the CCS with the dcploymmt 
,.'bf acoustic Doppkr flow metcrs. Volumetric flow measurements shall be 

conducted a t  thtee;'strategic locations in the CCS perimeter canal to aid in the 
cshlfiation o€..ivader inputs and losses during the dry and wtt seasons. The 
"streain @&$' techniqucs shall be taken at each location concurrently over a 
period of opiday. 

These locations arc near the plant discharge to the CCS: at 
constriction on southeast side of the CCS and near the plant intake. 

. Pariimctcrs that need to be collcctcd are 
below: 

. .  
.:' , . . i o  the FI'Ls&verdaily.'; 

. .  . .  . .  . .  

. 

. - 
Kainfall averaged from three on-site locations 

Plant intake and outflow (dopp1e.r) 

Groundwater and surface water levels in and surrounding the CCS 
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- - ID operations, flows, qualities, and rites for mch segment 

Meteorological data (solar radiation, wind speed, wind direction, air 
temperatur+ relative humidity, or other components necessary to 
calculate evaporation) at the CCS level 

Other parameters necessary to complete an accurate water budget 

Evaporative losses shall be calculated based on meteorological conditions 
obtained from a weather station collecting data at TpGW-13 station combined 
with water temperam collected from the CCS s,uifa& water stations. Inflows 
(timing, duration, and frcquencg) from the ID,&lJ & monitored electronically 
and merged with the other water budget cornpd&&.'.-\ 

A time series volumetric spreadsheet (o&dvaIent) shall Be.,&veloped based on 
actual field data. The spreadsheet s@K.'include p..yompoih$'ts. of the water 

backup up or supportive information shall.!$'&uded in the delhtrables. The 
water budget report shall beak down into mow averages aanuaq through 
December) and data s b d  &, & w e d  yearlyhpu?d.sI~all be prepared along with 
a budget of ions and or o t h t  bce$usiry the t imt - f tapes  assodated with the 
collection of ionic water qu.li+. 'For &io&~h no &at& quality collection, the 
average value s h a ,  be used to ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . i h ' e ' n o ~ ~ c ~ ~ a t i o n s  to yield nn overall 

,,'. ,,,> "..\ \,. ', i 

budget. If the water budget s p r e i d s ~ ~ ~ t .   con^"^^^ \. vyiables, all 

% il ,..I ..... 
monthly flo$-&d$a+ $( ,.,I 

but is not k i t e d  to; ..... ,,i' 

....... .. ._ <x 'I> ?, 
i, :/ . . . .  ...- 

7. 

The wafk gudget sha$ $dude a breakdown for each contribution. This indudes >, \ 
L s, 

. . . . . . . .  -I ....... ~ \% ,.-. 
L o s s e ; l ~ s - . t o - s ~ f i ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~  .... . . . . . . . .  vertically 

~oss&/kains to ccs (rainfd, evaporation) 

:.' ..... .......... . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  _I 

. Losses/ga&s :to Biscayne Bay . .  : ., .. ,o . . .  

. .  . ,  
.,,. . Losses/g.& to surficial aquifer horizontally . .  ~. 

. . . .  : Losscs/,&s . .  to Biscayne Ray Surface Water 
' X .  '.I 

.. 
,-.,. . "&osscs/&ns ,. . to Biscagne Ray Groundwater 

. . .  .:.. ,. . . .  
The upditcd watcr budget shaU be well documented using the new inforinntion 
and all estimates and assumptions shall be dearly noted. This shall be calculated 
on a monthly frequency and summed at the end of each year. 

2.3 GROUNDWATER AS S TO^^^^ 
The purpose of groundwater inonitorhg is dcscribed in COC IX and X of the 
Uprate (see Appendix A). 
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2.3.1 Groundwater Well Locations 

Fish and Stewart (1991) showed that the base of the Biscayne aquifer was 
approximately 106 feet below sea level (b.1) a t  the G3321 well location, adjacent 
to the northwestern portion of the CCS and the L-31E Canal Figure 2-2). The 
base of the Biscayne aquifer at G3321 is shown within IL few feet of the contact 
between ovedying limestone with relatively high hydraulic conductivity [> 1,000 
feet per day ($41 and underlying sandstone with relatively low hydmdic 
conductivity (10 to 100 fpd) within the Tamiami Formation. 

,- .... 

Based on input with the Agencies (SFWMD,,.F&&, DERM), a series of 
groundwater monitoring stations shall be inst$,Fd.,A,,hF of 14 well clusters arc 
included, Figure 2-2 shows revised locations.. '~~esewell dusters me spatially 
distdbuted to facilitate plume monito$n&.dnd me g u l w y  aligned along 
transects to aid in determining concqt):mbn gradients on'h,..&+gional s d e .  
Figure 2-2 and Table 2-3 shows &"propos+ hyll locadqri~,. The exact 
installation locadons may need to be a 4 q t k j  bdiqd'on site-spe&fi.if.conditions 
(access considerations, minimization of .&%o&ental impacts) o;i'permittiog 
constraints. 

'.. 1.. 

. .  . .  .. ., .. .?. ........ . . .  . . . .  . .  .... . .  ... '.., '.. 
. . . .  . .  .......................... ........ '$.,, :+., "'L.. 

... ".. . .  ~. '. 
... . . . . . . . . .  ...... 'S, :I 

-. ...... j' .._. 
. . . . . . .  

: ...... 
- 

... ................ ,?' 
,.,. ",, i.' ./ 

.; i '! 

. , .  -.J 
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." ./ ..:? ,>.. : 

". ,,, ',.\. . , , i s  .:: ,,. t! 

i ,. . . . . .  . .  i ', 
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. .  . ., . .  
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Table 2-3. Rationale for the proposed groundwater monitoring locations. A l l  IOCatiOnS are 
approximate until field verification. 

~. 
. I . .  

. .  . . ,.' , . .  . .  .. 
, .  

. .. 
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2.3.2 Groundwater Weil Installation 

Each well shall be completed with discrete screen intwals in the upper, middle, 
and lower portions of the  Bisayne aquifer, and shall include the base of the 
plume. To accomplish this task, a pilot hole shall be advanced a t  each cluster site 
to delineate to the base of the Biscayne aquifer and characterize the aquifer 
characteristics and water quality. F'PL shall conduct de.@ed geological sampling 
in the pilot hole of each cluster. Geological saqliii$'of each pilot hole shall 
include continuous split spoon (SPT)/core sapple gollection Gom surface to 
total depth. Core samples shall be collected $h,ed '+z~s are refused. Detailed 
giological samples shall be correlated to die;&ownhole~bqtebole ... '.. videos in the 

,I ,: -, '.,:. 
final geological report. 

., 2 1.. .b,. 

Well development shall be conducte2b:aU pilot$o@ 2'- ,e prior to.&+.l borehole 
imaging and all monitoring wells undl &hi$ ../, .parpeters .. stabilire"h,..kcordance 

i.?. \. .. 

Monitoring well screen in>~&shal!- be site-speufi? and should represent 
macroporous and relatively I;igh-;l;lineat.ilic..z~n~~~~,:,the upper, middle, and 
lower Biscayne squifer base&,,aok $e ,pombiqed.,..results ..... ,.a from %tal optical 
imaging (orieted capera syst@)m): ,.ekc'uomagnenc induction, caliper, flow, 
conducti$t$,,,,,&&&e, @,a .:ky, Full wave form sonic, and borehole 
logging Gf $e deepest&,le (Table 2-4): 1: % 

In add i t ion~~e .d&p&~.w$  .. . at eacli,&ster shall be consmctcd for periodic 
.. unce mery year)..,~~~e~ion.loggutgactoss the entire vertical extent of the well. 

. ./ .. ... E&-'-a..,&able the:'lnonitoring-'of conductivity changes within the surfidal 
.:" .,'. aquifer and pqtential mj&ation of the plume even in zones that are not screened. 

Once installed, the neh&& of wells shall be horizontally and vertically surveyed 
'jj, '-.to second order'iaipracy and referenced to both N G M  1929 and NAVD 1988 

'.. .,(Pqpendix c). Well construction requirements to facilitate an electromagnetic 

,,." ..." 
.1 .. \.. '..,, 

,/, . ,  

... '.. with FDEP criteria. .... , 
..,, x.. 

': .... ... . 

i 

, 

.. '%. 

"\. I... , ;  
.. .. ./ ,;I ',, ,. 

,,(_I--- ,.,.. 

.. ':~.,. 
.. . .  

. .  

indirction . .  log.& presented in Appendix D. 
.\ .,. _yi .,: 

%,, ../..' , '  
.. . 

.. : 
I . . .  
,.: 
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Table 2-4. Proposed borehole Logging methods, descriptions of the properties measured, and 
types of data obtained. 

Optical borehole 
imaging (OBI) 

Induction 

Caliper 

Temperature 

Gamma Ray 

Full Form Sonic 

,.~ . ... . l.-.-.. -... ,-:ems#*&f!s.llrep :: 
Imaging of borehole 

Formation and fluid 
conductivity 
Borehole diameter 

Flow rate 

Fluid temperature 

Rock sediment gamma 
radiation 

>.... .. ... 
Lithology and porosik 
of formation 

.-.., .I_ 

Detefmine temper9tLre variations,acmss 

Provide Informi&i on formation ...' 
characterlstics incBdinq rock types and 

depth within bor,ehole. i. 

changes in litfio{ogy. 
'Provides information,on presence and location 
bfppfentia!, preferewiaLjflow paths. 
1.. ,..> ,... ' ....,. 

. .. -.., 
.. , -  ..._, \. .. ... ... 

"$ ..: ,/ i 
'' c, A well congtf;p.h.sprqadshee bppp'led by the SFWMD shall be constructed 

and maiq&i&dh. T h e  spr&.dsheet s h a h d u d e  the following parameters: drilling 
method, "&&ogic sa&l$g method;,: ;$illing mud used, well instdlatioti date, 
latitude, lonp',hc$,.."'st& -. planar, m ~ c k  (gr0.11d) elevation, ground surface 
+vaaon,,,measuqng: poin~:ni-.rnp.af. ... . :;sing, depth from TOC, depth nt  top of 

.,'.'s,creen; .s&een Iengthkyell c&frucuon material, screen slot size, gravel pack at 
,. ,,,, screen inte&&~ev&onat top ofwell scrccn, eltvation at bottom of well screen, 

. .  , ,  

,. 

. ,, centralizers uscd,'projectmapagrr, . .  and the source of weU information. 
1:. 

'Data collected d u 4 g  well installation, including geological sampling (coring or 
S@"s), detailc@i$ologic logs, borehole geophysics, digital optical logs, initial 
indlicthn 1ogs::emperature and flowmeter logs, field water quality data, nnd well 
cons&c.tioii detds  shall be compiled and submitted to Agencies within 30 days 
of compleu6n of each well. In addition, a summaq of well drilling procedures, 
geophysical logging procedures and insmentation used shall be provided. 
Based on wclls installed from this monitoring effort and other subsurface 
geologic data, scaled geologic moss sections, including macroporosity zone and 
geophysical log overlays, shall be generated nnd included in the report. This 
includes iifonnation from the induction logs which reveal zones of saline water. 
In addition, a plan vlcw niap showing the location of sipificaiit features shdl be 
included. The information generated from this report will enable a better 
understanding of the movement of groundwatcr in the area and will provide the 
basis for interpretation of tracer and water quality nionitonng. 
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2.3.3 Wetland and Biscayne Bay Geophysical Survey 

Broad-scale estimates of conductivity surface water and groundwater of wetlands 
and estuarine regions potentially influenced by the CCS are needed both to assess 
the spatial extent and magnitude of this influence (including the identification of 
potential groundwater upwelling zones) and provide information to improve the 
monitoring design within the adaptive protocols of this Plan. Electromagnetic 
resistivity surveys horn helicopters and boats can provide such broad-scale 
salinity esdrmtes for both surface water and pubdwater  (Fitterman and 
Desczcz-Pan 2001; Swanenski et al. 2006). Airby&e,.'i;elicopter-based resistivity 
surveys, including the wetland areas cast of U.S.:"+gh?ay 1 and Florida City and 
south of the Mowry Canal, including the CC$'dnd cb&d mangrove wetlands, 
shall be made to map estimated overlqd'swface and ;o$dyater salinity. One 
overland survey, with generally p&Il& aerial track '$&.. sepntated by 
approximately 1 lun or less, shall be hade,withiq;dn$year .li of?. e rcceptance ..,.; of 
this Plan. 

Either helicopter-based or tjaa:based clecwo&enc resistivity surveys shall be 
made over Biscayne Bay (&t$:oF&C latitude &..$e, Mowry Canal) and over 
Card Sound. This choice sh.oi$d"be.$hde. after '&r$er comparison of the 

s of hesit,,+ jppa&&aqd iX consultation with the 
SFWMD. T y Q s u r v e y s  (wet seigxfand. dry s&nf shall be made within one 
year of thu&Fpfiinqeqf this Pldn {$ nirbome surveys arc made, tracks shall be 
sepamt+"@l km 02jl~ss. If boa&sed surveys are made, relatively fine-scale 
t r d s  (leks '&an 1 I@ &art) shall bemade witbin 3 km of the shoreline from 
Card Point"to,,th&o&, Canal, but'$= remaining area of Biscayne Bay (south 
.of.this.c~al) and C$dSo$i~-sh.all..~be coarsely surveyed with at least 3 trimsects 

.,' ./" . .thar'"?ross.'these bay.s'eptwardETkey Largo, Old Rhodes Key, and EViott Key. 
,.' Concurrcn?.,:&,eys . using shipboard distlibuted temperature sensing is 

recommended:,7All available specific conductance and saliniry data from the 
.."\. ,.. surveyed terrestrial and estuarine areas should be utilized to provide best 

\. f 
'jail \..,/' -,' 

'>-,;;. ./ 
'i; , 

. .  . .  

''.... &$mates of s&$y based on resistivity values. 
. :  .~ . .  

. .  .. 
. .  . .  . .  ',,,, 7 .  

2.3.4 &4ind&t& .,. ,.. ,,.  amp ii ng 
. .. . .  ...,,I. 

Each statiln shall comprise a combination of three monitoring wells a t  each site, 
designed to evaluate the extent of CCS influence and to determine hydraulic 
gradients (vertical and horizontal) with spcdfic focus on macroporous 
hydrogeologic zones. Each monitoring well shall b e .  instrumented and 
automatically monitored for groundwater levels, temperature and specific 
conductance. The sensors in thc monitoring wclls shall be placed near the 
midpoint of the screened section of each well. Salinities mcasured by sensors 
shall be calculatcd using thc PSS78. 
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Quarterly monitoring at each groundwater duster shall consist of field 
parameters, major ions, TDS and CCS tracer suite as listed in Table 2-1. Semi- 
anuual monitoring at each groundwater cluster shall consist of nll of the above 
plus nihogen and phosphom seties. In addition, trace elements shall be 
monitored semi-annually for twelve months in the groundwater dusters (1,2, 13 
and 14) labeled in Figure 22. If trace element concentrations exceed primary and 
secondary drinking water standards in groundwater samples, monitoring for 
these parameters shall continue and may be expanded to other stations. All 
applicable samples shall be analyzed in accordance with Chapter 62-160 F.A.C. at  
an FDEP approved laboratory facility capable of anal.yzing samples with a  de 

i"' /I salinity range (including hypersaline waters). i" ( 
,? ,e,. '% 

./ 
FPL shall continue to collect all quarterly-da~a,mnud&rom two depths) from 
the existing wells L3, L5, G-21 and G28i$?ompare ths'h$mation with the 
new wells, which are more strategicdy,s&ened, Since th&&.yt.pvvcr 30 years of 
data from these existing wells, a comp&on of $a.'~formaa'b~'hghst nearby 
wells shall give insight into the accura+ofthe ,Jdstpfical data. Pri$b,vdy, these 
wells wen monitored quarterly with fi&'&r+&nents. While k'mperature, 
specific conductance, and yup level shall coildliu,C to be monitored with field 
instruments, samples shall b&,collkcted and sent to<hboratory for analysis of the 
same parametera that shall be ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ o f , . m o n i ~ o n h ~ ~ ~ e  .. .a new wells. 

To further supplepent the 'g@&pter da&;&hg collected by FPL, 
information,,co&cte&y the-othev:$luding but not limited to USGS and the 
FKAA, +i,,vi used hp&n the Agepcfes pre-approval. The Agencies wiU review 
each proposbd well's aipjicability td.,$iF Monitoring Plan based on geologic data 
and c o n s t r u c t i ~ ; n ~ , ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ d .  CGgndy, the USGS collects chloride data on 
a ,..., semi-annual or,quvrdy%ssis.qd c&ducts induction logs once 1 year from a 

'&rb;ighou7 Miami-Dade County In some casts there 
. :' .I .:.are only ;-few years of'+.ta, and in other cascs, over 30 yeas. Some of these 

wells are locatcd~.,,in tlie.pyject area and are screened near the base of the 
' . .,. Biscayne aquifer-. ': 

..,?.. .'...., .I.i,,, 

1.. 1.. . -. i'+' ..., i(, 
.., \< 

'$. 'i 

-'networli':of..c,oastal 
. .  

. ,.. 

...' 

: :  . .  . .  . .  
F&c 2-3 provides a 
s u m . @ x ~  of +a?? wel ls  that are may be used to supplement the monitoring effort, 
the assq&tcd,well depth, and screen interval. Based on input froin the USC;S, 
the well co&ruction information on their wells is reliable and all elevations are 
referenced to NGVD. h r t h e r  input is needed from 

. .  

on their wells. 

j 
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2.4 SURFACE WATER MONITORING 
The purpose of surface water monitoring is desuibed in COC M and X of the 
Uprate Certification (see Appendix A). This section focuses on the proposed 
surface water monitoring in Biscayne Bay and the nearby fresh water and tidal 
canals, including the L-31E Canal, tidal canal downstream of the $20 Saucme, 
the Card Sound Canal. Monitoring surface water in the Model Land Basin 
freshwater wetlands and nearshore mangroves shall be addressed in the 
Ecological Monitoring section of this Plan. 

.,I-..,, 

. i'" 
,,i' ." 

,/> i 

<'' ,... ....,.. \, 
' ..,., ,..i ,'.., \.\ 

2.4.1 Surface Water Locations 

A m a l  of five surface water stations are,.pro@osed ir"B&ne Bay, extending 
offshore along the length of the CCS. gBS,W-4 shall be coh,&t,d with TPGW- 
14 while BBSW-3 shall be locat& &th grouptlyater &+tq TPGW-11 
(Figure 2-4). Table 2-5 shows the 1ocatibnk.of th&p&rface waiccs"stp.tions and 
the rationae for thcse locations respective$@liG' &act installation lbrkions may 
need to be adjusted base+on site-spedfic .d&&tions (access considerations, 
minimipation of environmeii;ital'hp*cts) or p-tiinting constraints. The surface 
water stations shall be locatd,*d&to..$ore as poskible, but it is recognized 
tbat the water is quite shallow ikpnedddy easvfqmuch ... df the CCS. 

As shown i n F ~ p e . & , . a n d  Tab& Z-$+freshwater aid surface water stations are 
proposed,dGee no@% surhce.&;er-locations in the L-31E Canal: one tidal 
location &'&e S-20 dis+argc Can$;vd one tidal location at the Card Sound 
Canal. A &IhO,??io& $ the Card Sb$d Road Canal, away from the influences 

, _. *,,- ...-. .-., 
',: ',, , , / "  /i .'.,._., 'j 

S, skaU We&%rorsdim~df'with the quarterly sampling cvents 
is IS. ~r~f$erirc.stat& and may indicate the Card Sound 

. ,  &ce on re3onal saltwater intrusion and the possible impact on the . .  
i' .' area between C?>d Sourid'kqad and the CCS. 

., ..- . ,  

The L-31E Can4 is the closest freshwater water body to the CCS. The L-31E 
Can+ stations shd s m e  a dual purpose of providing information for the 
assessment of, C@ influences, as well as suppodiig the monitoring of water 
level; fqfsi .Ip.qpirrPuon. 

. .  . .  
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Proposed Biseyne Bey Site 

Proposed Canal Site 

Road 

Extent of Saltwater Intrusion (USGS 2008) 
Estimated Extent of Saltwater Intrusion (USGS 200 

-Canal o--o 
I G - I l l  Groundwater Boundary 

. 

Figure 2-4. Propowd SLrfsc? W-iter  Mcriltoring Sir-s (need [o rcvisc 1oca:ionsj. 

. .  . .  

. .  
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BBSW-2 

BBSW-3 

BBSW-4 

BBSW-5 
TPCSW-1 

Table 2.5. Rationale for the proposed surface water monitoring locations. 

northeast of the CCS. 
Located offshore from the scrub mangrove where DERM has 
observed atypical mangrwes to monitor for seepage from the CCS. 

This site is located near the Arsenicker Keys, just offshore the 
mangrove forest and co-located with TPGW.11. 
This site monitors the offshore portiop, of the CC5 south of the 
Arsedcker Keys and near the moupbf;the Card Sound 
Canal/historical CCS outlet, and,co+cated with TPGW-14. This 
site i s  located in close proximpy to.,$Department of Health 
radiological monitoring sitea. ''.. ...,"'-,, 
Thls site is located soutb.6fJhe CCS anb.,mkiBation bank. 
This site is located npfihdest of the CCS aicm&lp Transect A to 
monitor for seepagd.from the CCS,and to  aid in.,fhe operation of 

. -HE Canal 

TPCSW -2 

,-20 Dixharge 
:anal 

Thls site i s  Located alon$tt&hi@d'ie segment of t h e h  and along 
ID Transect C to  monitor for se6paae from the CCS and to  aid in 

:ard Sound 
:anal 

TPCSW .3 This site is.docate&by..the 5-20 stfucture, at  the intersection of the 
L-31E and Ct.107 Canalst'o.m.onitor for.,@page from the CCS. It i s  

i-'' 

<'. ,.."' 
*.. 

q:.,,, <::,,, 
...< &., 

TPCSW -5 ", 

" .  
I.. 

.,.,, .,..,,, 
. .. .. .... 

.,-.-.sh$l-ponitor the exfent to  whlch the tidal portions of the drainage 
canal downstream $f the 5-20 Structure is affected by the surface 
watbrsjof the CCSt.as,well as the potential influence of Biscayne 
&v'on the canal aktind the CCS. 

"...Located incard SouhdCanal, Just below the CCS, where manatees 
.. hayebeen increasingly observed as reported by DEW. 

I also part of the ID opefationslocated aiong Transect E. 
TPCSW 4 ..:,(-Samptinq station tocated at t i e  S-20'Dixharge Canal. This site 

, I  

Tlle.proposed s~rfbce watcr stations in Biscapne Bay shall measure conditions 
just above th&e.&nent surface. All stations shall bc automated with one sct of 
temperanue~.'and" conductiity sensors installcd horizontally approximately one 
foot above..de sediment surface (Appendix D). ,4U proposed sampling stations 
in Table 2-5 shall be nutomated and instrumented sunilarly to the CCS stations. 
This will allow for the dctcrminaiion of water level, tempcramre, and specific 
conductance at each site. 

Data from each surface water station discussed above shall be collected a t  15- 
minute intervals from tlie top of each hour and reniotdy uploaded 10 a database. 
This monitoring strategy shall allow a continuous assessment of specific 
conductnncc and temperature chnnges in Biscajnc Bay and canals in thc arcns 
surrounding the Turkey Point Plant. The stage sensors shall be tied to an 
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established datum ( N G M  1929 and NAVD 1988). All sensors shall he 
inspected and cleaned as needed. 

In addition to the proposed automated monitoring, quarterly monitoring at each 
surface watw station shall consist of field parameters, major ions, and TDS and 
CCS tram suite, as listed in Table 21 .  Semi-annunl monitoring at each surface 
water station shall consist of all of the above parameters, and nutrients and 
biological parameters. Gross Alpha shall be monitored semi-annually for 12 
months in all stations located within the cooling sy+&+ All applicable samples 
shall be analyzed in accordance with Chapter ..&;160 F A C .  at an FDEP- 
approved laboratory facility capable of analy+g, ..sqAplcs with a wide specific 
conductance range (including hpersaline q+)<'' 

In addition to the data currently colle&ed;'whcre possible, 'a$ 
other entities (Figure 2-6) such as B@>.,,NRC,YqCE, E P d q O M ,  DOI, 
NPS, DOH, USGS, FWS, DERM a n d ' ~ ~ ~ , t , ~ c a ~ ~ v - ~ t ~ . . ~  SJWMD 
will be added to the information collectcil,,fiq$ this effort to f & n  a more 
comprehensive understand&of this area Bhp"monitors salinity at 34 sites in 
the area at the same 15-mitiut;'s21npbng freque&;@e!&nund et al. 2007), and 
the sites around the CCS (IjTSk%EB,:BISC12B, an?@ISCi3S) will be used to 
complement the monitoring hffqrts. ~f~rn$~on.,av&l"ble from the sampling 
network in B.W&+udubon Sou&'s,,..hearby'~&' and the SFWh4D Water 
Quality sqp&g'n&yk will be,iT&ed for relevance and applicability in the 
indusiop,'ofdata rcpo&g. Oth&.,,data that will support this monitoring effort 
indude the SFWMD ,$phtions of @S-20 structure, since that affects the water 
quality at ?P&w,c*" .~ ................. *,.' 

->. L.. 

,,, .... 
\;;2,; 

.\ 
. . . . . .  > .. 

1 

,., '.,) 

>: .," 

To maximize'iniplementation of the Plan, it  is important to install die surface 

-'.,'l~$tialize other sub;sequent steps of the Plan. A kcp component of the water 
.'h$dget (Section'Z.2.2) is performing a bnthpmctdc survey that provides the water 
volui$e.. of ,.-tliy" CCS concuxently with station measurements and plant 
operatiohs;' ID operations, surface water and groundwater gradients, r~nfn& 
evaporaaon and tidal iiifluences. Since it will rake severd days and several tidal 
cycles to collect the bathymetric survey data, it is importnut to relate the data 
collected from the survey back to the elevation of the surficial water tables, 
surface water elevations, and the elevation of the CCS. To complete this task, it 
is necessq to complete the well/surface water clusters in the list presented 
below before conducting the bathymetric survey. 

. .  
......... water stations '?id grouilhwater w d s  in specific steps that are required to 

. . . .  

\ 

j 
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All Biscayne Bay Groundwater/surface water locations: 

CCS Groundwater/surface water locadon in the center (TPGW-13) 
of the CCS 

CCS Surface water level and WQ locations 

ID and L-31E Surface water level and WQ locations 

* GW Stations at the North (TPGW-12) - GW Stations at the South 

GW Stations at theTPGW-3 

- 

,>; ,/' ..f" / 
>.. 

,,*',.,, '.?, 
t, ... .. GW Stations at the TPGW-2 ..., , ... / (' '..,'\. 

.I \ 

i; ... "',.. ...,\, 
Items listed above are all related to the bsthpbeuic survey. Q n q  the tasks above 
we completed, the bathymetric survqrcsh$l be condwted ns &&bed under the 
Water Budget section (Section 2.2.2). ' .  .. %- .. , 'i 

.., ',. i ,,?' 
. .  

' -< ,  'I..,, 

x. .. .,> ,.._ .. ,./ 
',..,, ,,,< 

. >i' . . ./ 
.. . 
'.., \. 

2.5 ECOLOGICAL MON170,RING '.. ..).,, 
' ..., '.. 

".\ ". ". ... 
I.. -. '>! y.,. , >.; - 

':; !,, ,,,:" /' "' 

'\ c, ,/.: 
The purpo$of-eeol&ical monitorink IS descdbed in COC IX and X of the 
Upnte (see.AppendS\Aj. Ecolofi monitoring is necessary to establish the 
cwent, p&Uprate st&u$of major ~ o l . o ~ c a l  conditions and biotic components, 
the extent to.wh+..:dCS'operatons iin+.ct conditions a id  components, mid the 
ytent-..tQ which. 'Uprat~:?jplementa6on further impacts and changes these 

'":.onc~tioniind cdiiyAnents; 'gictj~ogiial conditions of primary @ut not exclusive) 
,., ,:..' >,. .,." interest, relate& to CCS.'bpcrations and ecological responses, are salinity, a tracer 

:., set of CCS ma'tvf; and nut&ts. Biotic components of primary interest are marsh 
, . .  ' ' .  Vegetation (fres&ater g r a i o i d  and woody), mangrove, submerged aquatic 

..,, .. 
.'.\. 2.5.1 Overview and Strategy:, i., ,,..." ,,/i 
i... '7 -. ... ' - ,.',.. ..,, 

.. vegetation (SAV); . .  wid benthic fauna in and adjacent to Biscayne Bay. 
. .  

, :  . .  
. .  

. .  , ., 

Thc.sti.ategy . .  employed for this Plan is as follows: 
. ,  . 

, .... ,i . Spa+lly characterize ecological conditions via broad reconnaissance 
sul;;gs within one year of Plan npprov". These sunqv include 
resistivity surveys of freshwater marsh, Biscayne Bay, and Card 
Sound (see Section 2.3.3), along with sainpliag of specific 
conductance and a CCS uacrr suite within the upper 50 crn of soils, 
sediments, or other bottom-typcs; 

Within one month of Plan approval, begin identifying areas of 
potential CCS impact. This will be ncconiplished by synrhesiting 
exkting data relating to the distribution and densiql of vegetation 

. 
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using observations and cursory analysis of historical aerial 

Initiate assessment of these impacted areas immediately after they 
have been spatidyidentified; 

Establish transects and plots in freshwater marshes, induding 
sampling of specitic conductance and a CCS tracer suite, and 
nutrients in soils and sediments; 

Initiatc Biscayne Bay benthic SAV and faunal.a's'!essment; and 

Document broad-scale vegetation patteqdvi(pre- and post-Uprate 
aerial photographic surveys. 

photoaqhy, 

- 

- ,..' 

i. 
.. ,..\,, 'I, 

,... .,' ,.,,>\,$% .... . .~ 

..,. ... ..., 'i. 
c. < ,.-., 
'._ ... . ) .  

2.5.2 Design 
\ '.i 

The ecological monitoring is based ~ h i ~ . a " ~ A C I . ~ " ~ € o r e - A f t ~ - ~ ~ r i ~ o l - ~ p a c t )  
approach. Three zones (freshwater rdisfid&dine/coastal wetfanas, and 
Biscayne Bay and Card Sgq-td) shall be askssed. continuously pre- and post- 
Uprate. Results shall be co&@&dsyith changes'b<er..,thk time in reference areas 
that are ecologicdy similar, sritfi:.~qi&iyto sin&$i*onmental facton other 
than CCS operations. The "?&gIe 9yf:pCtyeen ~Qrd Sound Road and US 
Highway 1 of thal+del Lands,'~{s'psppyed t;ibe$erefctence area (Figure 2-5). 
At a min&&..t&..,years of;.pryoprate mo&oring s h d  be performed. 
Addition.ally,.some m&urements'sh$ be taken within the CCS. 

Within eakh,"tone,i;k ,,siighdy diffe*&.; sampling design is recommended. A 
~ n ~ ~ t , , d e ~ . . i ; ' . . ~ , . ~ e ~ s ~ d ~ ~ ~  .. '.') .........,,,,,, &'northern, eastem, western, and southern 

..J )nanhes (Figure 2:$)\,,Areas that..h& been identified as containing stressed or 

.. ,.:.atypical";epda$on 'patterns shall be included in the transects and subject to 
additional &luauon. h c s e  stressed areas include the following locations: 

"..\, %.%,, ,: ! i  3 '' i, 
< .. 

... 

. 

'. , 
. >  

. .  
' .  ,,, 

'%., ' x .  

",.. :l) an atypical mangrove acca, cast of the CCS (25.41°N, 80.3Z0\y . :  . .  . .  -.. ... 
i)&ott fri~ig~m~ngroves, south of the Sca Dade Canal (25.34'N, 80.33O\V 

3) Sh&d sF~grass site, west of CCS (25.43"N, 80.35'\V) 

4) pond'aka in saltwater mangrove mea east of CCS (25.3799"N, 80.32GR0V(3 

5) nearshore bmthic features within Card Sound (25.4072'N, 80.3273O\Xil 

A transect approach shall also be used in the mangrove wetlands east of the CCS, 
but because of the small area involved and structure of existing or remnant 
creeks, these transects may be modified over tine to spatially conform with 
landscape features and areas of potential impact. \Xithin Biscayne Bay and Card 
Sound, a combination of nearshore-offshore transects and newshore med 
sampling shall be used. For any of these zones, additional study sites shall Le 
added at locations where specific CCS influence is subsequently identificd or 

._ I,.. ,, .,. 

'\. ,.." 
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concerns are noted (e.g., sites of CCS derived groundwater upwellin& and/or 
other concerns are noted. 

2.5.3 Initial Ecological Condition Characterization 

Assessment of biotic responses to CCS operations requires information on the 
spatial distribution of environmental conditions that affect biota and ate 
potentially influenced by CCS water. A condition of primary interest is specific 
conductance (especially soil and sediment specific conductance for vascular 
plants), but other conditions (such as temperature adputzients) are important 
ecologicd factors. Measurement of a CCS tracer spite,+ essential to establish the 
extent of CCS connectivity in a given adjacdt #oni?L..Initial information on 
salinity distribution will be derived frorps.@6 so&&:, 1) electromagnetic 
resistivity surveys (Section 2.3.3) of wct!nnd<.'the CCS, & & n e  Bay and Card 

and 
saline wetlands adjacent to the C&. ...'& d B i s p h h  Bay &d,'Fgrd Sound. 
Porewater shall be analyzed for conduc&$u(i&irp-the root zone(a.$out 30 un 
deep, but liinited to the top 50 ,a), along tH: CCS tracer suite analysis at a 
subset of locations. Results 'frorqthese surveys'shallideniify zones of CCS water 
connectivity with surface s+I&ri~-..pnd soils &''seepage and groundwater 
pathways, providing infomratib,n'p ' p . ~ - ~ . e c o I o g i ~ ~ . ~ f l u e n c e  of the CCS, as 
well as a bnsis to improve the &p&toLing desig&viq &e adaptive protocols of 
thisplan. .,.. 

T h e  resigd~itjl surveys; djscribed A. hcction 2.3.3, shall encompass the wetland 
areas adj&ent..to the,eCS, the CCS>a& Biscapne Bay and Card Sound. Results 
from these siq&yy,(vill;.bc used to l&te potentid upwelling zones containing 
GC3 mtq: A ~ ~ ~ i i m . . o f . ~ ~ ~ l e . % u ~ , ~ ~ o v e r  land and two seasoiial surveys ovm 

..,,.".'BisC~iie.Bay . p d  Chd Sound.(oi<e wet season and one dry seasou) shall be 

.,* . i' 

%. /" 

Sound; and 2) p o r m t e r  surveys of,&&d"ueas, in$udingthe-@nvater i, 

....,, 6 .... ..? , ,,.,,,,' >,J' /I. .... 

i., "' i'; J' ,../.. - ...,, ,,,... 
.,' /,.. ' 7 ;  ><.. 

. ., 
. . ..'-'completed &thu\ the first.year of the Plan implementation. 

,. .. . ,  
'., '1,. 

.A broad-scale su&y of porewater temperature, conductivity, and the CCS tracer 
s ' ~ t e  shall be made in adjacent wetlands and in Biscagne Bay and Card Sound 
using the fxst. .,"d;y season after acceptance of this Monitoring l'laii. Specific 

coiiiuctivi t y . . . ~ d .  t u n p u a ~ e  profdcs (at 10 cm intervals to 50 cm or bedrock) 
shall be meilglired in situ (using field meter and probes) at  more than 100 points 
in the wetland and more than 100 points in Biscayne Bay and Card Sound. The 
boundaries of the sweyed areas shall Le as far west as Tallahassee Road m d  
Card Sound Road south of the L31E, wetlands, and Biscayne Ray as far north as 
the Florida City Canal, south to Card Point, and east as far and as 3 hn offshore 
from the Biscayne Bay and Card Sound shoreline. Sample sites shall be 
approximately even in disaibution, but some samples may be taken in areas of 

sites where groundwater inputs are suspccted). If such areas are found to be 
d i s ~ i c t  from adjacent marsh areas, the transect desi@ (described in the 

,,, 

s p e d  interest (such as apparently stressed areas, tree islands, remnant creel-. \z , or 
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Freshwater Wedand section below) shall be modified to include these areas. 
Water level (within wedandq) or water depth (within the Bay) shall also be 
measured and locations of all sampling shall be tracked and identified by GPS. 
Following nnalysis of the s w e y  results, and after consultation with the SFWMD, 
CCS tracer suite measurements shall be made from porewater in the upper 30 crn 
of cores collected at a subset of sites that, based on specific conductance results, 
indicate the strongest CCS influence (with at least 30 samples in each wetland 
zone and 30 samples in Biscayne Bay and Card Sound). In Biscayne Bay and 
Card Sound, sampling shall be done during a neap ,ddE,period, January through 
March. A second sampling set may be called for;wWtii may include additional 
parameters pending the results of this initial pfr$ya<&. ..,fwey and the resistivity 
survey sets. .,..,\/ ' " ... ',,> 

,,..' .i , *h.> 

... 'i. .i !. 
'.. /L 

x,. 1.. .., ... ., .,. 
',),, 

2.5.4 Vegetation Mapping by Aer]a(.4&aging,,. i '- 
, ... j, 

\.,\.,, >.// 

The distribution, density, and  compos^? ~...., o f . , ~ ~ ~ n t  comm&'& shall be 
mapped pre- and post-Uprate from aerial plhxo&phy and photo-interpretation. 
The spatial domain of &?-.eFfort will be as ;'a...>d es,cribed above for airborne 
resistivity fights over wctlan%:(in&diqg , . both fresh&y and saline wetlands to 
the coastline). All fer phto&iphy anh+iterpretation, including 
ground-truthing, shall be con~'~te4;~~,.dlscdb;2d..41 RECOVER'S vegetation 
mapping of $CEi?&glades. Ho?ew&,& additionto identification of dominant 
species (pIanp"&&&ity classification), the proportion of covm shall be 
estimstd $thin &p in  iset of &. > p g o r i a  (with 20% cover increments). 
Specifica&onb..pf RF$EQ:hR meth&&re descdbed in two SFWMD Statement 
of Work do&$ienf;;, W&ch-u$ be p&&ded to all interested parties. Pre-Upate 

,_. ~aKilys?rshpll b~pcrf~aned..on"p~~~~tDgraphs taken for RECOVER in April 2009, 
. .  ..+"' . . w + ' i i ~ M , h  proiided, by S F V ? h  to FTL or FPL conmctors. Post-Uprate 

. .  ..' ,.'. analysis shall- bk,,,conducted on FPL photos taken two to three years after the 

". .. ... ' ~ Y ,  I coordinated witb "the SFWMD staff that oversee the RECOVER vegetation 
".. .,&iapping, with $k&14D review of Fl'L procedures, such that m y  duplication of 

kff@,,and co$ are inininked and data quality is maximized. AU data derived 
from. ...)5q+'~ei KECOVER and FPL efforts will be shared between the 
organita&ns:'Dnta shall be reported in an ESRI gco-database and GIS format. 

% \  

' '  . , ., initiation of '&rite operations. AU FPL vegetation mapping work will be closely '.. ",.: 

.. .. 

2.5.5 Wetland Transect Locations 

Ecological assessment of the wetlands will focus primarily on patterns of plant 
community status and environmental conditions relwant to this community, 
along transects emanating from the CCS. The approximate locations are shown 
in Figure 2-5. Three east-west transects (approximately 6 ktn long) shall be 
established through die freshwater wetlands (shown in ycUow in Figure 2-5) 
from the CCS into the Model Land Basin at least as far west as Tallahassee Road. 
Prdirnilary locations for these three westem transects indude an area of special 
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concem, adjacent to the CCS western boundary, where observations of sparse 
and stressed vegetation h v e  been made, as well as' western areas that are not 
obviously influenced by the CCS. Three shorter transects s h d  run from the 
northern and southem CCS boundary through freshwater wetlands (ii yellow) 
and saline wetlands (in pink) to the Biscayne BEY and Card Sound coastline. Two 
of these transects traverse wetlands south of the CCS, with one from the 
southeast comer and one from the southwest comer of the CCS to Card Sound. 
A single ttansect traverses wedands from the northern CCS boundarj to 
(approximately) the mouth of the Florida City Canal. Three additional short 
transects shall run from the eastern CCS boundary t?ithr coastline in the spline 
mangrove wetlands (shown in pink in Figure 2-5) $&,d orientation dictated by 
the shape of th is  narrow coastal nrea and the J&au$of previously identified 
atvpical m g r o v e s  growth and mangrove mo&$ "',. ... '''..\\ 

A reference transect (in turquoise iyFigdre 2-5), app rovqe ly  9 h long 
through keshwater and saline wetlands.,sl& also bp.S?ablished .,&,the Triangle 
Area." The final location of these aans&c$'.a&th+.mple sites'sdsted along 
hem shall be subject to the consent of t h e S N ' p b ,  in consultatio3'hth other 
Agencies. 

.. '' .i '',..,, \ 
c ,<, '.. '.,. 

. .  ... .. r... .., '\ 
'.., '<, 

'.. '.. 
. ., 
%! -....,.. 

> 1.. ,.,,, 

2.5.6 Freshwater Wetland TrBri~ecf.;455essm'r;(.rp ..\. 
!. '&> ' 7 _..,., -I 

') '> '. -'I 

Sampling dongd-traipeck s h a l l . . b ~ e : ~ s p s t i ~ ~ ~ ~ ( Z O  m plok, 5 m and 1 m 
subplots; a&CZb)dl-,e exact I&atlons of these plots along the transect shall 
be jointlf'det&ed''$i6 the Ag$&jes after an inidsl dry season assessment 
along eadr$nsect, y&!measurem+s, every 500 m of field porcwater specific 
conductance\ai&.te&p depth pjghles to 50 un depth, along with the CCS 
tracer. suite, as"',dFscfibed .h..,:ihe '.Ijtial Ecological Condition Characterization 

.~ :." " s e c ~ o n ~ . A ~ ~ i t i o n ~ y ~ ~ ~ s o l v e & ' b d i  . in the upper 30 un of porewater shall be 
. .  .'' .I" sampled and ahlyzed; If..po differences in specific conductance are observed 

" 

along a transect, the plod .shall be established at equal distances along the length 
.of the transect (Eigkre . .  2-6): 

&oiig.each western tmnsect, five 20 in x 20 in major plots shall be set up. Eight 
sub:plots shdbe"set  up per major plot along each transect. Tbis includes four 
5 m x"5.,m @nk boxes) and 1 m x 1 in (yellow boxes) subplots that shall be 
randomly"d&blished (Figure 2-6). From eacli major (20111 x ZOm) plot, species 
composition and abundance, woody species covu, hcrbaceous species cover, aud 
canopy height shall be measured. Percent vegetative cover shall be determined 
from the acrid imagcry, wlde the other painmeters shall Le deternined from 
ground assessment. Photographs for each plot shall be digitized, and 
classification of community types deGncd for each plot. 

Duing the ground assessment, one 5 m x 5 m subplot shaU be randomly 
established within each quadrant of the larger plot (Figure 2-6). Species diversity 

, ,  

' .  , .  '.. .' , . .  
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and characteristics of woody plant species within each subplot (e.g., height, 
diameter at breast height) shall be measured. Within the same quadrant, a 1 m x 
I in subplot shall also be randomly established in the marsh to determine the 
mesh speaes divemity and density. All sawgrass (C. jamanwe) culms and 
spikerush (Ekbrrrir spp.) stems shall be counted within each subplot. The 
number of leaves in ten C ,jmdrumu culms shall be counted and measured; 
similarly, the height of ten E&oc/,mir spp. s t u n s  shall be measured. Estimates of 
plant productivity shall be made in woody vegenttion (5x54 plots from changes 
in morphology (eg., diameter at breast height) andl&f litter production. Plant 
productivity of dominant graminoid species (in lxI,&,pfots) shall be estimated by 
leaf biomass namover measurements. The prqpose&hethodology is consistent 
with methods used in Everglades Natiydd&"b$~.je National Science 
Foundation (NSF)-funded Long-Term v:co&ical Res&c&pogram based out 

'L\, ".. 
Plot (20 m x 20 m) measurements shall b&$u'qeerl once a y&>.&ile the 5 m 
subplot measurements shall be conducted &ce &ear, at the end o$ the wet and 
dry seasons. Leaf litter prqdu@ion measurements..shall be made quarterly. The 
1 m subplots shall be measuked.,a@rce month id&&. 

./, -. of Florida International University. ../ ,...." ' .\,' .,,. 
1' .. ,,,h .. .,< 
.... _. ,i' \ '.>, 5,. t 

.... . ,  
3%: \,>.'.- '".. ,...,,,, ... ,. 

-.i '. .... . I ....,,. 
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Figure 2-5. Ecological monitoring transects adjacent to ti le CCS (including freshwater 
wetlands in yellow and saline wetlands in pink, Biscayne Bay and Card Sound 
benthic in black) and associated reference transects (in turquoise). Location of 
the interface of freshwater and saline wetlalids shown her? i s  conceptual. 

Twice a year (once at  the end of t!:e \vc: and i ry  seasons), ten leaves/stems of 
each of the dominant species shall be randomly selected and collected from each 
plot along each transect for morphological an? physio!ogical characterization. 
Leaf characteristics (i.e., leaf length, width, and thickness, water content) shall be 
measured prior to the leaves being dried and ana!yzed for C, N, and P contents, 
as well for (8°C). Changes in these plmt clxractcristics o r a  time and among 
plants within and between transects shali b e  analyzed for trends and differences. 
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Water levels, surface water (when present) temperature and specific conductance, 
s o i l  temperature, and porewater specific conductance and the CCS tracer suite 
shall be measured at each major plot every 3 months. Porewater nutdents VP, 
SRP, NH,, NO,, TKN) shall be measured in all subplots twice per year. Bulk soil 
nutrients (ll', TN, TOC) and bulk density shall be measured in these subplots 
annually. In major plots with apparently stressed vegetation, sulfide and boron 
shall also be measured in porewater samples during the hrst two sampling times 
to assess these potential stressors. Additionally, specific conductance and 
temperature shall be measured in L-31E Canal and,,,ID;,prface waters along the 
line of tbese wansects. 

As described in the Initial Ecological Conc$d&Chqtcpauon (Section 2.5.3), 
the spedtic conductance and ecological cotididon of treeis@+ along potmaally 
nmnant streams and other sites os.'<pe&l interest shall,<bq assessed in a 
preliminary survey. If results from & ' S Q C V ~ ~  i@c$te the n' d or additional 

transects may be added. Sampling shall be'c&jStmt with that ockming along 
transects, but the SFWMD ,ydLcoordinate Aghcy r.+w prior to initiation. 

Plot site selection, plot desigh, Sndsamplmg along'&c$ree shorter freshwater 
marsh mnsccts north and sout+.',of th&$XTshal..& &described above for the 
western transects; .i M e ~ e r ,  only hdtpifor p h ~ . s b - a  be established along each 
of these Ws.m+'lqt site se&c$in, plot design, and sampling along the 
refermy'freshwater''$Ph UWIJ~C~,~  within the "Triangle Area" shall be as 
described.+bove for @e yestern traheqts, with a total of 5 plots. 

. .  .. .. ./ ,. . .. .. 
/" ".*; , . 

information, then additional t r a n s e c ~ i ; ~ ~ .  . .~~o~ ,~ , i i ea r  the TF., b Fstablished 

. ... "<,, ".. 
-.... .,:, ".., ,.% p..; .... 

.< ... 

i i . .  
i' ,os ,. \ 

. ,  j . .  . .. .. . 

5 in 

Figure 2.6. Example of a proposed sampling design for ecological monitoring along the 
transects. 
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2.5.7 Saline Wetland Transect Assessment 

Assessment along the six transects containing saline wetlands (shown in pink in 
Figure 2-5) shall focus on plant cokun i ty  composition, morphology, 
productivity, and environmental conditions, similar to that described for the 
Geshwater wetlands. The sampling design shall also be similar, with the 
establishment of 2 major (20m x 20 m) plots per transect, each with 4 to 8 
subplots (pending the presence of herbaceous vegetation). The specific location 
of these plots shall be deterrnincd with the consent of the SFWMD after an 

the CCS tracer suite 
three short eastern 

100 to 200 m transects, initid site survey points 
apart. The following shall be 
wetlands: plant community 
production, and leaf biomass 
conductivity; and soil 
tracer suite, and 

.. ,,. 
. .  .i .,.. -- ......, ,.. .. I '.I. . .~  

2.5.2$,.-ks ECOB&~I ~i$asurements . .  .. '3 

1 ... ,., %., 

'% .. >, 

'. 
'. .\ '.. -, 

' .  ' .at the time wbc& the transect surveys arc conducted, CCS sampling to 
"'.&afacterize n u ~ e c $  concentrations in the sediments of CCS canals shall also be 

conchcted to, .. .t$ter understand ecological relationships in adjacent areas. 
Sampling.:hd;,be done along three transects extending Gom the three western 
marsh &ay& bellow in Figure 2-5) to the three saline marsh transects east of 
the CCS @ink in Figure 2-5). Measurements shall indude nutrients in porewater 
and bulk sediment, Along each of these transecb, five sites shall be selected, 
including the eastern- and western-most canals. Sediment cores shall be collected 
two times per year with porewater analysis Nrice per year, and bulk sediment 
analysis once per year (as in wetland and Biscayne Bay sampling). Sample depths 
shall includc surface (0-10 an) and subsurface (40-50 cm) samples. Major 
dissolved macronutrients (IT, SRP, TICN, NO,, NH4, SO,, DOC), and 
mimonuments (Fe and trace metals) in porewater and total nuuients (TP, TN, 
TOC) and select element. (a subset of those listed in Table 2-1, established in 
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consultation with the SFWMD after Plan adoption) in the sediments shall be 
measured. 

2.5.9 Biscayne Bay and Card Sound 

Ecological monitorLg of Biscayne Bay and Card Sound shall focus on 
documenting benthic biota (submerged aquatic vegetation (SAY, benthic and 
epibenthic fauna), specific conductance to which thes biota are exposed, and a 
CCS ttacer suite to distinguish the extent of .C& connectivity to these 
conditions. Specific conductance and the CCd&a$er suite initially shall be 
broadly surveyed as described above (see 
and invertebrate sampling, as specified 
existing monitoring programs within 

Biscayne Bay and Card Sound, but 
methodology for work in the 

not sampled by the other 

Benthic surveys shall 

lines in Figure 2 5 ) ,  
transect) 

assessment of reference .. '.. 

effects as a function 

. .  ,. ., 

. .  . .  ".. macroalgae) and, l&ge sessile fauna (e.g., corals and sponges), using the Braun- 
".>;,Blqiquet methodqlogy currently used in Florida Bay and Biscayne Bay by 

.kQ.CYQ.FR $;zdther ,goups (Fourqurean et al. 2001). For each transect and 
samplpg e , ~ q ~ :  10 pomts shall be randomly selected, with measurements in 
4 qua&@ (0% mz each) per sample point. Sampling times shall be done twice 
per year, <ice during the months of March-May and once during the months of 
August-October. 

SAV doscr than 0.5 lun shall be monitored using video analysis, as in h a n  et 
al. (2W8) along the shoreline from the Florida City Canal to Card Point, plus 
along the shorcline of northern Barnes Sound from the Card Sound Bridge to 
Middle Key as a reference area. Surveys should coincide with the timing of the 
Brxun-Blanquet surveys (2 times per year). 

,.. .. 
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pear at 3 sites p a  transect (as desaibed in the Wetland sections). Scngrass leaf 
numcnts from the dominant species (likely turtle grass) along each transect shall 
b o  be analyzed once per year for total nument content (C, N, P per dry weight), 
as well as 6°C and 6"N ratios. 

Table 2-6. Ecoloqic Monitoring: Transect Sampling. 

Location(s) and 
number 

3 wst-west 
transects, 3 
(roughly) north- 
south transects, 1 
reference transect 

Wrth 3 spattal levels 
(20 m plots, 5 m 
and 1 m subplots; 
Figure 2.6) 

Along each of three 
transect lines 
wlthln the CCS. 
Mintmm of 5 sites 
per transect. ,. 

(Figure 2-5). All 

'... 

.. ... 
'-.,i .. , lS 

'.,, i.. 

.'\. 'Xii '... ... 
I... ',,, 

For SAV and sessile,,, 
benthic fauna, 4 
sets of 4 transects 
(each 2 km long). 
Ten random sample 
points per transect. 
For nearshore 5M) 
m zone, video YV 
survey. For mobile 
epibenthic fauna, 
area between 
Mangrove and 
Turkey points, 30 
stratified random 
pints. 

Surface Wate 

Porewater (PV 
Parameters 

sw: 
stage; 
temperature, 
and 
conductivity, 

pw: 
temperature, 
conductivity, 
tracer set, 

(w e 

nutrients, born 
PW 

J i  
"._ /,,I 
sy> I_ ._., 

PW: 'i' 

stage, 
templecat ye, 
b?ductl\jty '.. ... 
,. ', 
temperature, 
conduqtivity, 
CC? trpcer 
suite,/nutrient?; 
&+3ssolved 
3uIflde 
S W  
temperature, 
conductivity, 
light extinction 

Pw: 

conductivity,' 
CCS tracer 
suite, nutrients 

Biotic 
Parameters 

Plant 
community ,.." 
compositioni' 
cover, cybqy'' 

productivib.t) 
leaf 
characteristics: 
c, N, p 

height, \, 

'Zontpts, 6°C 
% ....,. x. ..... 

" .._._ 

'i, i; 
1. 'I 

\: ',> 

Plant 'q' 
to?nmqity 
'Ebmposftion, 
cover, canopy 
height, 
photosynthesis, 
leaf 
characteristics , 
C, N, P 
contents. 6°C 

1. 7 

% \  

Benthic (YV, 
coral, sponge) 
community 
composition and 
cover, salinity, 
temperature, 
seaqrass leaf 
nutrients 
(C,N,P), 6"C, 
and S'IN, fish 
and 
invertebrate 
species 
composition and 
abundance 

Frequency 
Annual, M- 

level (see 
text) 

Once or 
twice per 

consistent 
with timlng 
of wetland 
transect 
samplings 
Annual, bi- 
annual and 
once every 
three 
months 
dependins 
on plot 
level (see 
text 

year 

Two times 
per year for 
biota and 
waters, one 
time per 
year for 
sediments. 

Dercrlption 
Additional 
parameters 
may be 
added 

Additional 
parameten 
M Y  
add4 

Additional 
parameters 
may be 
added 

4dditional 
Jammeters 
nay be 
5dded 
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Table 2-7. Ecolcgic Monitoring: Initial Characteriza 

porewater 
survey 

ResistMty 
survey 

Porewater 
survey 

Aerial 
imaging 

Tallahassee Rd. and 
Card Sound Road south 
of the L.31E, at least 
as far north as the 
Fiorlda Clty Canal, 
m t h  to Card Sound 
Spatially dlstrlbutea I Temprature, 
wlthln fresnwater conductMty and 
wetlands; minimum of CCS tracer suite, 
I C 0  conductivlty 
samlrles and 50 CCS 
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UI and Sufvey Sampling. 

Frequency 
1 

Pre. and post- 
Uprate per Plan 
sDedfications 

Description 

Additional 
parameten may 
be added after 
the first sarnpllni 
went. 

AddltloMl 
parameters may 
be added after 
the first sarnPlim 
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Figure 2-8. Existing and Prooosed hdnitorl>g Locations. (E Et E need io update maps and 
Loc irions; 
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copies of field generated data upon request. If field events are delayed, 
notification should be provided as soon as practical and include the revised field 
event schedule. 

3.3.2 Modification Requests/Notifications 

Minor modifications to the Plan, such as movcment/adjustment of monitoring 
stations or locations over short distances due logistical constnints or to optimize 
monitoring, may be initiated by FPL or the Agepcte/s u1 writing during Plan 
implementation. Modification requests by FPL,.&aK be submitted within two 

implementation. 

,?\ . 

months of implementation and must be Agenaes prior to 

3.3.3 Meetings 

To facilitate communication and 
efforts and any significant 
concern or suggested 
focused objectives of 

3. I DATA 

.'. _.. . .. 
. .  

collection. 
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Biscayne Bay 
Llttoral Zone 
Surface Water 

Canal Surface 
Water 

Interceptor Ditch 
Control 
(Interceptor 
Dftch, L-31E, and 
CCS) 
Ecoloaical 

Salinity', 
Conductivity, 
Temperature, 
Water Level 

Salinity', 
Conductivlty, 
Temperature, 
Water Level 

Saltntty', 
Conductivity, 
Temperature, 
Water Level 

Salinity', 
Conductivity, 
Temperature, 
Water Level 

Conductlvlty, 
Temperature, tracer 
suite and water 
quality parameters 

15 minutes Salinity, Quarterly 
Conducti$@' 
T e m p d t y  tracer 
sultv6qd.w Wr 

1,. :,' Condkt lky,  
'., Temwratum. tracer ':,\! I suite and water ~ 

>, '. quality parameters 
\ :  
>;.< 

'. 
,..., . 

..>_ ,- 

,.... 
...~. 
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Table 3-1. Sampling Frequency. 
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3. I DATA COLLECTION 

3.1.1 Automated Sample Collection 

Proposed stations identified in Figures 2-1, 2-2, and 2-5 of this document shall 

conductivity, 
provided in Table 
use of telemetry. Each 
data loggers (with 
monitor the parameters 
programmed to collect the required 
noted) starting at the top of the 
maintained in Eastern Standard 

-C--.. .-.--..-- _ _  .. i .  . .  . .  
:" ,.," ',. . 

',., '. psu 
.. ., . .. . .  i. i. 

:. , ;:' Salinity '?.. . .  . .  
"\ 7. 

'; '>, 

1. 'L.. ; '  
Dat2fiom effork' such as borehole logging, well and stage recorder surveying, 
manii warer quality sampling, and biologicd monitoring, shall be recorded in 
field notebo'oks prior to transcription to an elecuonic database. As outlined in 
Section 2 and p a  Table 3-1, water quality samples shall be collected from 
groundwater wds,  surface waters, and the CCS, as part of regular monitoring on 
a quarterly basis. 

.. ,. 
3. I ."&.>.@anua~ . .. sampi!e : ;  Coiiection 

i : 
1. .. 

1. $ ., ../ ..' 
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3.2 DATA REPORTING 

3.2.1 Web Database 

The data base shall be maintained and archived by PL. This smu s b d  be 
backed up and archived weekly to minimize the risk of data loss. The Agenaes 
shall be given passwords to access the data 24 hours a day/7 days a week. A web 
master's contact information shall be dearly posted on the web page. The Web- 
based applications shall provide the following: 

/-',> 

Geologic and . Well construction data . Downhole geophysical 

. Water budget and load 

. Bathymetric survey '\ '.. 

. Geophysical suzveys 

. Equipment calibnti@ogg~nd I.. maind&$ecords '.,. '.~, 

. Manual sampling C9Ct.p fipfd-dsta sheeh~,  l%boratory analytical -._ '...*' 

. Summ,&td+ta shall inc+luklCpds not h i a d  to: - G?dundwaterhpd,surface $S@ hydrographs . SpqAdshect r u k a r i e s  and@@ical rcpresentations of current and 

h...,. ''. 

h\ \. ' 

.. 
reports i,' !, :? ,,"., \,,. 

,/ .+-,--., jj./ 

< i 
bist&i&l:p&dsample res+ Y j 

iempbramrk;.,,~s~ediic conductivity and ID pump operations, 

Log of &$plant op&tions change, system shut downs or deviations 

..., a,,, All res$s,&nerated as a result of ecological monitodng, Sections 

. .. h i o m h d  ,~e~o,s...s.uc~:~:,as but is not limited to water level, 
,, . 

. . .  .. 
. .  . .  . ,,' met~oqologicdqqitoring 

.. . .  . .  . ,  
".. '> 

. .  
i ., . .  . i . .  . 

, .  .. . .., . that migq iffect parameters in this investigation . .  .. .. 
I /  . .  .. . . .. . .  

... .., 
.. . ... 2.3.2,.&$2.5, .. Geophysical Surveys 

. Sqnjf-dhual and annual reports in PDF formats 

. All other reports that pertain to this Monitoring Plan 

Aerial imaging results 

< .  '. \.", 

.._ 

If determined that additional information must be addcd or modified to enhance 
the Web site, FPL s h d  do this within 30 days. 
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3.2.2 Automated Data Reportinq 

The data generated from continuous electronic monitodng of meteorological, 
surface and groundwater stations and ID stage and pump operations shall be 
accessible nnl-time to the lead Agency, however, the raw data shall not become 
official until FPL has had a chance to conduct a Quality Assurance/Quality 
Control (QA/QC) review. This shall be done within 30 days of the date of 
collection. FPL shall provide electronic accessibility of the results to the 
SFWMD, FDEP, and DERM. AU data shall be s t o & n  a database maintained 
by FF'L; this sexvet shall be backed up and arcbiyd pleckly to minimize the risk 
of data loss. The data shall be tabulated inidawqlbadable Exccl~ or similar 

operations by FPL staff, quick review of'dpe-scries da&.yaqauons, and 8 ~ 1 8 0 1  

format, and where appropriate, graphica.l$-&i'ent&.$t&,allow i monitoring of < % , .  . 
.I 

'.;.., 
,, ,.' 

.,"> t k.., \ .  ..% \.. /'>.2 
performsncc. 

'i >. 3.2.3 Manual Data Reportinq .',:.." , ,.' \,.> 
\ <  

'.>. ".. 
Data collected from man'@':sqJing and diorhtpring shall be stored in a 
database maintained by FPL>,tBp@m..shall be &&hi up and archived we&y 
to minimize the risk of data \os . ~l?c~o~o . s_op ics  b$%nalytical dah shall be 
provided simultaneously to FF'fi, u!$d $dleaCTA&$ty~J~owever, the data shall not 
become o f f idwpl . i t ,  has und&pya QA/QC &iew by FPL. A summary of 
QA/QC,,.&4fi&l&hp s h d  be....po,Fted on a secure Web site- While the-length 
of b e  he+een colle$tifig the data'@ posting it will vary depending on what is 
collecte&''@L, sh*g&st the dat&$thin three months of collection or at 
minimum pr&j&'R si3tus~.~,_to whem,the data shall be posted. The manual data 

,... S ~ ~ - ~ ~ c o ~ p ~ ~ d . , ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a t a  into reports as outlined below. Data files 

\ '.,. '\ 

/ ,.<' ._"_> , 

\ 

./" .A&i%>mad> elect?o&cally availabie to the Agencies. 
..,, .:> . .  . .., ..' .. . .  

, ,. ,' 
i..L ". ... Surveyor's Report " ....." 

1 :  1. 1. . _. . .  .. ) )  ..,"., 'h 

..,.FpL shall obtaid ailicensed Florida surveyor to conduct detailed surveys at each 
k c & p  wherymchitoring is being done. The data collected from this effort shall 
be ~ O ~ p ~ e d ~ ~ n b d o c u m M t e d  in a report that documents all data and techniques. 
The o;&'Qfsurvcying shall be documented (l"', 2"', or 3" order). 

X,,' 

Data collected Gom the survey of the groundwater well, surface water, and 
porewater sites should be documented. The data includes (Appendix C), but is 
not limited to: Latitude, Longitude, 1983 State Planar Coordinates North 
American Dstum (NAD), Florida East zone, 1927 State Planar Coordinates 
NAD, Florida East zone, Natural Ground Surface Elevation: Elevation in 1988 
North American Verticni Datum PAW); Elevation in 1929 National Geodetic 
Vertical Datum (NGVD); Elevation of bottom of surFace water location; 
Elevation in 1988 NAVD; Elevation in 1929 NGVD; Monitor Well Top-of- 
Casing Elevation: Elevation in 1988 NAVD; Elevation in 1929 NGVD; 
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Elevation of any nearby standing surface water at the rime of surveying. 
Electronic copy of field notes, electronic copy of all computation sheets, 
CORPSMET 95 files, site photographs, surveyor's report, benchmark sheets 
shall also be included. 

3.2.3 Geology and Hydrogeology Report 

Geologic and hydrogeologic data as outlined in this Monitoring Plan shall be 
collected to better understand the movement of water within the Bisayne 

because subsurface aquifer, in the immediate vicinity of the CCS. This 
conditions may 

This report shall provide information on 

gtoundwatcr monitoring sites 
(Unit 6 & 7 borings and 
collection borings and 

the subsurface rocks and sediments of 

can be integrated into the developing ka.rst'hy&:tratigrapigrnphic framework being 
developed by the IJSGS foS;Miq+Dade C O ~ M ,  [e.g., Cunningham et al. 2004; 
2006a. 2W6b; 200q). 

Agency personnel shall be do+,onsid ~ob&ve,,fiel acuvlhes and provided 
copies of fiel-+@-eqd data up&$&&, Th;'l;WhfO will pre-approve well 
screen intqilq,.gii2<o-+ conshyrucfion 

Data colh~dd,,durin wcH installntioq(Sechon 2.3.1), including detailed lithologic 
logs, b o r e h o l a . ~ ~ h y s l c $ , " . ~ - ~ t ~  opu@ logs, initial induction logs, temperature 
and f loqe ter  logs, @ld..wa.@?pafi.~~ datn, and well construction details s h d  be 

. ..:.'' ' ,.. compiled. .$id. sub&t;ed to A&&& within 30 days of completion of each well. 
... . .  i~ ,.. :.. In addition: $,SU&&.~ of well drilling procedures, geophysical logging 
. . procedures, andikpumentgdon used shall be provided. Based on wells installed 

' , ' . from this monitbri$g effort and other subsurface geologic data, scaled geologic 
''.. C ~ Q S S  sections, $eluding macroporosity zone and geophysical log overlaps, shall 

Ge,,&.pxated $d.nduded in the report. This includes information from the 
hdk t ioq~  Io& which reveal zones of saline water. Also a plnn view map showing 
the loCau2n ofsignificant features shall be included. The information generated 

&port will enable a better understanding of the movement of 
groundwater in the area and will provide the basis for interpretation of pacer and 
water quality monitoring. 

At the request of the SFWhfD geophyrid logs shall be provided clcctronicdly 
in a *.pdf and nn *.las format. 

'% '.. -. '. .... 
i., t.. ./ '... .'.... -7- ..,, .,. .. I \'... 

?, ', --, *'-.. "';k . .  

, 1.. /- .>/' l! \ ,! 1 
i '  \ b ,  . 

9 _,,' . . 

. : 

.. I 

.. .. ,. 
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Biscayne Bay Geophysical Survey Report 

This electromagnetic resistivity survey is envisioned to nid in the vertical and 
horizontal delineation of the CCS water beneath Biscnyne Bay. The geophpicd 
survey annot  be M y  implemented or at least results interpreted until the wells 
in Biscayne Bay are installed. Results from resistk4t-y surveys shall be reported 
within six months of completion of a survey. Reports shall include a detailed 
description of methodology, maps shoving survey track lines, and figures 
showing depth prohles of resistivity and any assoaad.peasurements along the 
track line. Best estimates of salinity or conductivifg"d&ved from resistivity and 
d a d a b l e  salinity or conductivity data, ,...' &@..be made with tabular 
documentation of data and calculations used'far t&.k&nate (in .A or d s x  

.- 

of data during 
sha l l  be reassessed to 

the pre-Uprate period. 

The water for each of the contributions. This 

.. .. . ., . ,. 

... ', . Estimated.losses/iains to Biscayne Bay 
',_ ..., , 1 

., .. i i  

-., ... 
<. . -.,. . E s h a t h  \osses/gains to CCS (rainfall, evaporntion) .. . . .  

:\ -. 
i .L Esdma$d,losses/gains . .  to surficial aquifer horizontally 

sum&G losses/gains to Biscayne Bay Surface Water 

& d a t e d  losses/gains to Biscayne Bay Groundwater 

. .  . .  '.,. L~,,, : .,r 

.%.\ ... .:.' ..., . 
3.2.6 Initial Ecological Condition Characterization Report 

Initial information on salinity distribution shall bc derived from porewater 
surveys of the freshwater and saline wetlands adjacent to the CCS and Biscayne 
Bay and Card Sound. Results froin these surveys shall be detailed in a Report 
within one year of Plan approval. l l i c  Report shall providc B detailed descripdon 
of all sampling and analysis methods, all data (uicluding field and laboratory 
measurements, wid1 QA/QC results, such as instrument b laks  and calibrations), 
the GPS coordinates of all sites sampled, and a map showing site locaaons. 
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Climatic data from the previous month as recorded by onsite or nearby 
instrumentation (rain data, air temperature etc.) shall also be indicated in the 
Report. Results, including any calculations generated from the data, shall be 
provided in a spreadsheet (.As or .dsx format). Field observations shall also bc 
recorded. The Report shall identify areas of CCS water connectivity with surface 
sediments and soils as indicated by the CCS tzacer suite, and indicate potential 
ecological influence of the CCS. 

3.2.7 Semi-Annual and Annual Comprehensive Monitoring 
Reports ..,\., 

60 days of the completion of each 
indude oparterly and semi-annual 

The report($ shall indude a brief 
changes that result in changes in 

and station operational 

results, sampling 

wtc r  effluent or flow rates. A 

with electronic data 

.. " .  '.. ..' .i' 

Resdts"'.o~fJh.e tracer study and integration With the water budget shall be 
provided to support estimates of 1) spatial extent of the plume and rate and 
direction of plume migration; 2) a comparison of tracer suite concentrations and 
other select chemical parameters within the cooling canal system to data from 
external surface and groundwater stations with an estimated percent contribution 
from waters originating from the CCS; and 3) a revised water budget that 
eshnates the quantity of water and salt load that the CCS produced. The Report 
should include recommendations for installation of additional monitoring points 
or other Plan modifications if needed to complete the monitoring objectives. 
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The report@) shall include a completeness evaluation of specific Plan objectives 
and recommendations for adjustments (additions or deletions) in the monitoring 
program along with rationales. An updated monitoring schedule shall be included 
in the report. 

3.2.8 Comprehensive Pre-Uprate Report 

A comprehensive 
badrground 

with trends analysis including 
the pre-Uprate monitoring 
waluation of specific Plan 
investigation if appropriate to 
modification of ID operations 
revised Agreement. \I/ 

shall include summaries of 

ill '.., 

3.2.9 Comprehensive Pos$W.piqte Report,.:'.. 
, ?*.. '-,. 
\, \ 

over the pre-Uprate 
evaluation of spec& 

if appropriate to 
ID operations if 

,. .. 
",.. I.., four year peri~$''foUo&n~ the Uprate, and with Agency approval, t~slcs for 

''-L-"plume delineation,'hcluding monitoring for tracers, may be discontinued. 
\,.\< ".,,, i /  

. .  
I... ... . .  : ,  

I ,. ., . .  
'?, %. .. .\ 

I, i 
j,,, iii . ' ,.. 

.., \ .  . 
.. .. . .  . .. 
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In addition, permirs for installing 
Biscayne National Park must be 

purchase instrumentation, set 

The Uprate project is 

selected. It is envisioned that it 

operational. 

There shall be a 

....~... ....., .,/ 

'. /. 
. ,,.,.,,,, 

. .. . ,.,. ., .. 
.... .... . , 

. .. .. . ,,; . .. . .  . .  .. .~ .. . . .  . -. 
.,' 

', 1: 

.i .. 
.. .. 

. : . .  .. ' . .. '. 
i :  

? i  
i /  
,; ! 

.. 

.. 
. .  . . .  ..' .. . .  ',. . . ' .  . . .  . . . i  .. ' , .> 

,... ..' ., ". 
, .. . .  ,- 
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FLORIDA DEP'S CONDITIONS OF CERTIFICATION IX 
AND X RELATED TO THE FPL TURKEY POINT POWER 
PLANTUPRATE 

IX. Biscayne Bay Surface Water Monitoring 

As proposed, the Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 uptate prp@ may cause an 
inaease in temperature and salinity in the cooling canaldpfcm. Field data is 
needed to determine impacts of the proposed char&~,,in,"the Turkey Point 
cooling canal system on Biscayne Bay. 

A. Withii 180 days following certification 05;Ugi& 3 & 4, FpL skUl'l!'Submit a 
Biscayne Bay Surface Water Monitoring Pl&&$n) p,rse to C&:kx\G2- 
302, F A C .  to the DEP Southeast District Of bqFfb$r&ew and appx@L 
The Plan s h d  include, at a minimum, the follovkg c&ponents: 

1. salinity and temperame moi$tohagwithin the '&&e waters of the Bay, 
including the Biscayne Bay A i ~ ~ t i q h e w p ;  (Speaf@p"meters to be 
measured, including specific i dnd&rSpcc'''an$ tempqature, shall be 

2. a minimm,,,of $ivem,obj!oring st+ioioos located near shore in the vicinity 
of the TykeyPoht  Plnr; and.3. skikific monitoring locations, sampling 
frequencies ai;d inetho, s!, and specific parameters to be monitored. 

3. specific monitonng'loc&i?ns, sampling frequencies and methods, and 

..:, ..,. * " ..,, "./ .. '.. ,,' 'X .,, . 
.,/ 2' '.. x., 

'.., '- .. .J ..,. ... 

....\ , 

sampled in accordance with Cha F tL: '. $246(Y:l?A.c7::> s L, ./" 
_,,.. ./ ,.,, 

. .  .. . ,. '.., , 
--. ..._ ~.. , ,,,5pedfic p,qamciers tu be- mngnitored,; .. . .  .. - '... I.. 

'.. 
... . 

,,.. ..' , , . .. 
BI..T~;'monitoring~~.shaii.be.rompared to darn using compatible monitoiing 
',' ., 'instrumentation alr'eaky in plkce.in Biscayne Bay. 

C. FPL:'sh$ continue Ge bonitoring of salinity and temperature in the cooling 
) . .  

. .  

can&under its induk& , : wstc  water facility permit. . .  . .  .. ... 
..,, ,,:: .... 

D. If the DCpa$hent determines tha t  the pre- and post-Upmtc salinity and 
temperalure mokitoling data indicate potential adverse changes in the surface 
water in Biscayne Bay, then the Department may propose additional 
measures to evaluate or to abate such impacts to Biscayne Bay. 

E. The Plan, including monitoring locations, shall be approved prior to 
implementation. The Department shall indicate its approval or disapproval of 
the submitted Plan within 90 days of the originally submitted infoxmation. In 
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the went that the Deparunent requires additional information for the 
licensee to complete, and the Departmuit to approve the Plan, the 
Department shall make a unitten %quest to the licensee for additiond 
information no later than 30 days after receipt of the submitted informadon. 
Any changes to the approved Surface Water Monitoring Plan shall be 
approved by Coastal and Aquatic Managed Area personnel in consultation 
with other FDEP personnel. [62-160, 62-302, 62-302.700, 62.520.600, 
F.A.C.] 

.A .. > 

X. Surface Water, Groundwater, Ecological,.Mot$toring 

This is a consolidated condition agreed 
Environmental Protection (DEP), 
Environmental Resource 
Management District 
frameworlf for new 
measures, for 

. .  
, ,. 
'.,, '... . ,  

.., (the "Revise@ Plan") of the Fourth Supplemental Agreement, dated July 15, 
-';,:';.,1983. T h e  @$sed Plan shall be incorporated into the Fifth Supplemental 

'\. ..,'kgreemc?FLnd shall include assessment of potential impacts to surface water 
'it$.groixndwater including wetlands, as needed, in the vicinity of the cooling 
caka4&f&. ' f ie  specific monitoring boundaries shall be determined as part 
of thcKwised Plan. 

.. .,\ 
1 .  .. 

B. The Revised Plan shall be designed to be in concurrence with other existing 
and ongoing monitoring efforts in the area and shall indude but not 
necessarily be limited to, surface water, groundwarm and water quality 
monitoring, and ecological monitoring to: 

1. delineate the vertical and horizontal extent of the hper-saline plume that 
originates from the cooling canal system and to characterize the water 
quality including salinity and temperarurc impacts of this plume for the 
baseline condition; 
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2. determine die extent and effect of the groundwater plume on surface 
water quality as a baseline condition; and 

3. detect changes in the quantity and quality of surface and groundwater 
over h e  due to the cooling canal system associated with the Uprate 
project. The Revised Plan shall include installation and monitoring of an 
appropriate network of wells and surface water stations. The Revised 
Plan shall be approved by the SFWMD in consultation with the DEP 
Office of Coastal and Aquatic Managed Areas, the DEP Southeast 
District Office and DERM, 

C. FPL shall transmit electronic copies of all data and reports required under 
the Fifth Supplemental Agreement and the Revised Plan in accordance with 
heframes  as approved in the Fifth Supplemental Agreyri'?t to 

SFWMD, Director, Water Supply (or alternative mf&tt&Rocedures to be 

Miami-Dade County, Director, DEW, DEP, .Director, Soh~$&s.t District 
Office; 

I' y : ,/ , 

described in the Fifth Supplemental agree men$."\;"'^ 

.. ,.' ',., , .'\ ..q .. .. ",.. '- .. ,, DEF' Siting Coordination Office; 
DEP, Director, Biscayne Bay Aquatic Preserv'e.?&y&.' 

I... \. 

\. '. .,., ,... .,. ' 

.. . 
'jj.. \.> '.. -\, 

''\..'' 
'.. .I 

D. If the DEP in consultation w i @ - S v  and D&M.detennines that the 
p r t  and post-Uprate , n i t o r i . ~ \ a ~ ~ ~ ~ i f f i ~ ~ t  t&.&uate changes as a 
result of this project; indicates h@.,~o~po$itiaQyrn to..,$e waters of the 
State including ecological resourc2sj '+e& ar.Cp&;Y water quality 
standards; or is inconsistent with fiIeL.&l( and &je&vcs of the CERP 
Biscayne Bay C6&al'%&ds Pro&, &en additional measures, including 
enhanced m&o&ng andzoi. modelin& \ball be required to evaluate or to 
abate such $pa&: hddi$nd measure;include but are not limited to: 

1.;. ". tkie _... develop=ient,and,~pp;;pplication.,ef .-... :. ,a 3-dimensional coupled surface and 
" ,,.groundwatef,'m,odei'~d~nsity depen'dent) to further asscss impacts of the 

.,:."' . /  Uprate Proj&t"'on &odd, and surface waters; such model shall be 
"., '".. calibrated and 'beriFd uiing the data collection during the monitoring 

2. ''m$gation mea&& to offset such impacts of the Uprate Project 
neccssarg to cd&ly with State and local water quality standards, which 
may .in.clud~',,.m~tl~ods and features to reduce and mitigate salinity 
inereases,in..p;round~"at~ including the use of highly meated reuse water 
for recharge of the Biscayne aquifer or wetlands rehydration; 

i .. . .  
,, .: 

.. .. .. .. : . 

.,_ 
. .. ~. ,*.' " .  , 

..._. 

, .  . .  
. ,  

. .  
/ ,  

. :  

. ,  . I  
' , .pedod; / ,  

... ,. 

3. operational changes in the cooling canal system to reduce any such 
impacts; and/or 4. other measures to abate impacts as may be described 
in the Revised Plan. 
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[Sections 373.016, 373.223, F.S.; Rules 40E-4.011,40E-4.301, NE-4.302, F.A.C.; 
Sections 62-302 and 62-520, F.A.C.; Section 24-42, Code of Minmi-Dade 
County, Miami-Dade County Comprehensive Development Master Plan 
(CDMP) Land Use Element, Conservation Element, Intergovernmcntel 
Coordination Element, Coastal Management Element.] 
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NEAR SHORE SONDE DEPLOYMENT METHODS 
The near shore sites; or mangrove sites, have sondes deployed to measure salinity 
using differing methods. This is due to the extremely shallow water at these 
locations, as well as the composition of the bottom substrate. Normally the 
sondes are deployed in a vcrtical position attached to a mooring pin, which has 
been cemented in place by ddlling a hole in the bay floor. However at the 
mangrove sites there is insufficient water for vcrtical deployments, so the 
instnunents are deployed hodzontally- and the bottom is composed mainly of 
mud which is unsuitable for drilling. Therefore, the instrumeny'&e deployed 
affixed to cement paving slabs, which have been W e d  in 2 @+at opposing 
comers and fitted with stainless steel eyebolts, that settle in)d the. h+d with the 
eyes of the eyebolts well above the bottom, and in the yt+c'ol&h,,Q,e sonde 
is then locked to one of the eyebolts and fastened s y i $ $ y  to both &&.pylon 
tic-wraps. This maintains a constant horizontal ,..po$on, which wiU'''tc;hajn 
beneath the water surface even at low tide. This p&&@ng als&ovidcs am&.,, 
space for an additional sonde to be mounted simht&o,u$iy, ... for concurre&.,':': 
sampling and overlapping datn at deployment and rei;&tLnes to ensure " 
quality control. Per instrucnon by YSI p&-sqnel, the ins&~nts,,are oriented in 
a way such that the sensor's hole is not byin&nqtly down &+could . .  cause 

., . .., '.. air bubbles to accumulate and skew the ~aI$i&~'d;~ .~~-- , . - -  '., :> 
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SURVEY PARAMETERS COLLECTED DURING 
GROUNDWATER WELL INSTALLATION 

Data collected from the s u m 7  of the groundwater well, surface water and 
porewater sites. ?he data includes, but is not limited to: 

* Latitude 

Longitude 

1983 State Planar Coordinates North American DntmppAD), 
Florida East zone 

1927 State Planar Coordinates NAD, Florida East z ~ r i ~ , , . ~ ~ ~ . . , ~ ~ ~ ,  

Elevation in 1988 North American Vertical Pa& ( N A M )  

i ./.''/,..' - 
Natural Ground Surface Elevation 

\.. ,. .., 1. 
\ '. 
%.\., '., :'.. 'I' 

,,/ ,,,;,, . .  

.'' c; h. ". ... %. 

', '\, 

\\,, '..\.,, 

Elevation in 1929 National Geodetic Verticdl.&q~n @.C%F) i. .. 
''.,'.J, '.,..) \/ . Elevation of bottom of surface watet location ... ,.f 

a Elevation in 1988 NAVD 3, l., 

'.. ,' ..,, .. ... ',.. 
\, '>,, ... '.., 

'\. '\ 
z ,. 7.. ', '...,., 

'\_ ".. '. '* !%. ,, '.'. ...- 
%.. '.,\ ,.: 

- Elevation in 1929 NGVD 

* Monitor Well Top-of-Casing Ele~ad+$~,, ,,,.::I ,,,,,.,_,,,,; __ .._. 
.... > 

x: ,,.. ,. ~ Elevation in 1988 &WD-... '~ '' ,,:' 
. .  , ',. . Elevation in I?z~NGvD~~,., ' ' ' . : .  I 

: I  . .  . .  - FJevation of''&- ...n earby ,.&&ding surfa,ce,. water at the iiine of 
I.. ,. 

sumeying (1 5 feet fib$ site) . .. ... .. .;::..~ .... ,,., 
'., ',., .,... ... 

,,,.... ..,... 
'. 

.- ... 
.. 

...,, ' .. -. .,,. 
.. 

.. ' I . ,  * ~ ,  . .  .. . . .,. . .  
, .  . .  . .  

. .  . .  .. 
'. ', .. . . .  
., , '. .< 1 

. .  . .  . .  . .  ... .. 
\ :  

i j  

, ,  '. . .. 
,i . ,  

i 
. .  . .  . '. 

. .  .. . .  . .  . .  . . .. ,, . .. .. . . . :  . .. ../. ,..' 
. .  . .  . .  . .  . .  
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SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ELECTRO- 
MAGNETIC INDUCTION WELL (USGS) 

In general the wcll should meet n o d  State or Federal Regulations for 
monitoring wells. USGS publication WRIR.-96-4233 

.eov/owa /Dubs/ wn/mn964233A provides general guidelines 
for the installation of monitoring wdls used to evaluate water quality. In addition 
to these general guidelines there are some special requirements needed if the well 
is ping to be logged using an electromagnetic induction probe: 

Casing rnatetid PVC: metal casing will interfere with the  os./'.". c:.,, 

WeU Screen PVC: metal screens wiu interfere -xi+,,..&? log. Slott+creen 
genenlly works but opening size is important. Sand,,fYop"the aquifer can,,&,,the 

'., ~,, well if the holes are too big. ... 1 

,....,> 
i' ,,.I 

.: .. s.. ".. .. ,.' 
... \," '.\. \., 

" ..., ".. ..' , >: .: ...'.., ..' , 
'.. .. 'i.. /..' /'' ".. . '., 

Well diameter generally 2" to 6": USGS is currentlylo@&..&Us 2" to 6" in,-,,' 
diameter. For shallow wells, 2" usually p r k s  &e. For d h p w d l s  (>150 feet), 
the USGS suggests 3" or 4" well diamet+%%rqke s u e  the )rob$ does not get 
stuck ?he probe is most sensitive to diff&ei$m..!i?cqductivi$i$hin an 8" to 
40" donut-shaped radius around the well. i, fich'+$ & g g m d ) d n e  but in 
very deep wells or long screened .,.... wells, the ~$2$4$S'f&di$~lty getting the 
probe down the hole because,.&bnds or disk$onS in the we?&sing so going 
with a 3 or 4" diameter w&~&ight~'pro~~de bettcr%success in deep wells. 

Depth extending to 'the..Qase..;oEthe Biscajine.. aquifer is generally best 
because this allows us td;. c$&ate'"changcs~ throughout the zone of interest. 
Salinity is psudj..buthot a l ~ y 5 ~ ~ g ~ t s t . - a t . . ~ e , b a s e  of the aquifer so this is 
generaUyago'6d depho:ser th>op>n interval. But the driller needs to be careful 
not &+.shoot the bottom of+e nqi$&., 

If the m&iforing well is to b; uFed for drtecdng "up-coning'' direcdy beneath a 
wellfield th>sF;'ye a l tha te  ,.strategies. If nothing but fresh water is found as 
drilling, it would'be good,,.to ,dnish the well a t  the base of the aquifer. Future 
upconing would r&st..I$ely.b&in at or near the base of the iquifm. 

If salt water is found &n drilling one can: (1) Stop drilling and screen the well 
at this depth so that one can monitor the chloride level at this depth or (2) Keep 
drilling to the base of tlic aquifer and complete the well at this depth to rmlunte 
the full thiclcncss of encroachment and maximum salinity. This would allow one 
to determine if seawater is encroaching preferentially through just one zone or 

. ,  
, .  

.. . 
~ 

, .. 
i. '.. 

..,,.., 

. .  . .  < .. ~. .. ,. . .  .. .\. . .  

. .  
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throughout the depth of aquifer. Ether way induction logging can help detect 
future up coning. With option 2 one would leam more about what is happening 
in the aquifer, but with option 1 one is able to o b t h  a precise chloride value in 
mg/l. 

Open Interval 5 to 10 feet. The idea of a short screen length is to be able to 
sample a discrete interval and avoid the effects of flow within the borehole. 

Chloride Sampling: It is generally good to collect water chloride samples during 
drilling to determine if encroached seawater is present. 

Annulat Seal Neat Cement is best. Bentonite may interfere with the log, but 
some sort of seal just above the filter pack is necessnry to prevent the cement 
fiom intiltrating the Hter packer. Very fine sand might work, or bentonite might 
be required. 

Hole Less than 8 inches: One would want to avoid disturbing aquifer materials 
beyond the radius that the probe is insensitive to, which is 8 inches. It would aIso 
be good to try to clear up the hole prior to well installation. If there is a lot of 
mud or muddy water in the hole the &st few logs might detect this. Do not use 
sdy or dectricaliy conductive drilling fluid. 

Manhole cover metal is OK at the very top of well but no metal should be 
used down the hole or on the casing. 

Well centralizers ONLY OK if non metallic, even the screws used for well 
ccntcalizen have caused us problems. 

Finish Flush Mounted, t h i s  is usually best because the logging requires setting a 
tripod over the well. 

Well nests Avoid Metal in adjacent wells -- If wells are very close together and 
one has a metal object in it, this can affect the login the other well. 

Other Logs 

Additional logs are a plus, and digital borehole images, gamma, flow logs, 
lithologic logs, well completion diagrams, caliper, and magnetic susceptibility 
could be invaluable when one sees changes occurring above the base of the 
aquifet and wonder why. These logs also help one ensure that one has set the 
open intwal at the correct depth. In the past, wells have been put in too deep or 
too shallow. These wells do not provide the quality of dnta desired. 

A geologist should ovuvee well drilling a id  well completion. The geologist 
should collect samples and create a lithologic log and make sure that careful well 
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depth and material depth measurements are collected. The geologist should 
provide these logs to be used in conjunction with the induction logs. 

Joints Threaded flush joint casing with seals. This prevents leakage &om 
zones above the screened interval. This leakage could dilute samples and this 
could cause one to believe the water at the base of the aquifer is less saline than it 
really is. 

Filter Pack Grain size should be suffiaent to keep the h e  material in the 
aquifer &om hlling the well. 

Depth Measurements: The depth of the well, the top of the screen should be 
carefully determined and recorded. The depth, to the top of the filter pack and 
the top of al l  annual seals, should be carefully measured. ?his is to epure that no 
bridging occurred and that the screen is completely covered by f#iJt>r pack. 

Well development: The well should be developed to cleos&d"tsnk$date the 
hlter pack. This also needs to be done to ensure that &&t did nbtscep into 
the filter pack and clog it, and to verify that the well."&..&t in sn imp@qble 
zone, whch may happen if it is W e d  below the ba& oifthe aquifcr, 
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YeS 
:CS-1 through CCS -7 Proposed (15min 

intervals) 

Proposed NA :CS Them1 Anomaly (1 
Ocauon) 

:cs Proposed Daily 

Yes 
TPCSW-1 through TPCSW-5 I Proposed I (15min 

intervalsl 

BBSW-1 through 

ENP Stations - EISCOBE. 
BISClZB. EISC13S 

Existing No L-3.~6, 6-21 and 
6 2 8  

No USGS and FKAA Wells (note 
A below) 

boltom ai SIX stalbns and at 
boltom for one s 

spedfic cond*nce' temp' 

water level L_..__ (pressure) near I ions, TDS, nutrients. silicate, chlorophyll-a and pheoohytin. 
Quarterly for field parameters. CCS tracer parameters, major 

I . . .  . .  LnJLLVlll 

Specific conductawe and temp 
collected by ENP. NA 

Quarterly for field paramelem, CCS tracer parameters. major 
ions, and TDS. Also nutrienb in all wells semi-annually. NA 

NA Chloride data collected by others. 



. . .  

Sub-tidal Zone 

CCS 15 sites NO NA porewater ( W e a r )  and bulk sediment (Ixfyear) at two 

Porewater survey 

depths. 
Temperature, conductivity for 1W points each in Freshwater 
Wetlands and Biscayne Bay (wilhin 3 km of shore). Subset of 
30 samples per location for CCS tracer parameters. 

No NA 200 points 
proposed 

- Kev: 
BB = B*faync Bay 
BBSW = Bisuyne Bay S&C W u a  

ccs = caoling clod syrmn 

FKAA = Florida Keys Aqmducl Authodiy 
ID = lnmcepmr Ditch 

TDS =Total Dissalvcd Solids 

TPPCSW = Tortey Point Cmal Smface Warn 
7pGw = Turkey Point Gmundwam 

BNP = B i s s p e  NatimUl Pa& SFWMD = South Florida Water Mmagmmt Disuiin USGS =united slam omlogic survey 

Natn: A - Supplrmenlal Mlb Wlnde but are not nCCCS.Wdy 1bnitr.d ID G-1251. C-1630. G3167, FKS-3, FKS-4, m - 5 ,  FKS-7, FKS-8. FK?-9. Q342.G-3166, G-3164, G-3699, G-3698, G- 
1179,G-118~,G-3700.G-3615.G-31628ldwcrc~cls ted~onlaat i~~ldlorwdldcpthrodln  s c ~ m  mraraL WeU~canbcsunpledfor~crp~ramacrsifdecmedappmpriateaspa~ 
of adaptive manitminp. 

.... . 


